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Abstract
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This thesis aims to demonstrate that Hong Kong society has displayed a
higher level of support towards localism compared to that of Macau and to
disinter the reasons leading to the differences between Hong Kong and Macau
by applying path-dependency analytical framework.
The author put forward that Hong Kong and Macau went onto different paths
after the Sino-British and Sino-Portugese negotiation: Hong Kong was set on
the path of democratization pursuit due to the Sino-British-negotiated promise
of “universal suffrage”, and Macau went smoothly onto the path of transition
into a Special Administration Region of People’s Republic of China. Their
different paths explain the difference between the frequency and intensity of
political protests, the attitudes towards the Chinese Central government in these
two societies, and hence the presence of support towards localism in Hong
Kong and the lack of such in Macau.
Keywords : localism, Hong Kong, Macau, path dependency, critical juntures,
reactive sequence
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Chapter I. Introduction

1. Research Background
Hong Kong and Macau were British and Portuguese former colonies as returned
to China. Against the colonial historical backdrop, they were designed as the
only two Special Administrative Regions (SARs) of China, and are allowed to
maintain its own government, system and capitalist ideology.
After the transfer of sovereignty, a salient difference has been observed between
Hong Kong and Macau. Macau seemed to have peaceful integration process
with China, and generally displayed pro-China sentiments. Nonetheless,
discontent over Chinese government’s intervention in Hong Kong have been
much more prominent in Hong Kong societies as observed in the unprecedented
social movement demanding democracy, the Umbrella movement, which took
place in 2014. More new political parties upholding mild to radical sense of
localism emerged following the Umbrella movement, and gained a certain
extent of electoral victory in geographical constituencies during legislative
election.
This thesis aims to demonstrate that Hong Kong society has displayed a higher
level of support towards localism compared to that of Macau, and most
importantly to disinter the reasons leading to the differences between Hong
Kong and Macau by applying the path-dependency theory. The author argues
that localism arose as the counterreaction performed by some social actors in
the democraticization path of Hong Kong.

2. Similarities of the subjects of comparison
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Hong Kong and Macau were chosen as the two main subjects of comparison
because of their affinities in many aspects except their drastically different
attitudes towards political issues. Their shared characteristics made their
differences more fascinating and to some extent crossed some variables out of
the list of potential independent variables that led to the difference in level of
support towards localism.
2-1. Geographical Proximities
Figure 1. Hong Kong and Macau in the Map

Reference: Google Map
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Figure 2. Map of Macau

Retreived from World Atlas, 2018,
https://www.worldatlas.com/webimage/countrys/asia/mo.htm
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Figure 3. Map of Hong Kong

Retreived

from

World

Atlas,

2018,

https://www.worldatlas.com/webimage/countrys/asia/lgcolor/hkcolor.htm
Hong Kong and Macau were located in the Southern periphery of China. One
can reach Macau from Hong Kong by around one hour of ferry ride, vice versa.
Close geographical proximities imply mutual accessibility, possibility of
influences imposed on each other, similar dialectical characteristics.
2-2. Demographics
Macau is significantly smaller in size, hence a much smaller population.
According to the 2017 population estimates, Macau had a population of 653,100
(MSAR Government Statistics and Census Service 2017). Meanwhile, Hong
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Kong had a population estimate of 7,409,800 (HKSAR Census and Statistics
Department 2018). Despite the difference in the size of population, the two
places are predominantly situated by ethnically Chinese. In Hong Kong, around
92% of the population (by 2016) is ethnically Chinese (HKSAR Census and
Statistics Department 2017). In Macau, around 92.4% of the population (by
2011) is ethnically Chinese (MSAR Government Statistics and Census Service
2012).
2-3. Use of Language
Chinese (Traditional) and English are declared as languages of official use. For
spoken language, major population use Cantonese as a medium of spoken
communication. Though Macau’s official languages are Chinese (Traditional)
and Portugese, Cantonese is the predominantly used language.
2-4. Former Western colonies
Hong Kong and Macau were ceded in different century to different Western
powers as colonies with accordance to different treaties.
In 1842, China signed the Treaty of Nanking following the defeat in the Opium
War and ceded the Hong Kong Island to Britain (Carroll 2007). Years later,
under the Convention of Beijing, China leased the Kowloon territory to
Britain(Ibid.). Decades later, in 1898, New Territories was also transferred to
British rule on a 99-year lease. Hong Kong was under the administration of
Britain and was returned to China in the year of 1997.
Macau, on the other hand, was a former Portugese colony. In the year 1557,
Portugese started to settle in Macau for the purpose of overseas trade. Macau
later was governed by Portugese assigend by the Portugese government. After
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Hong Kong was settled to be returned to Chinese rule, Macau followed and was
returned to Chinese sovereign in the year of 1999.
2-5. The framework of “One Country, Two systems,” Special Administrative
Region and the Basic Law
Hong Kong and Macau, two former colonies, have a similar setting of return.
Former leader of the People’s Republic of China, Deng Xiaoping, created the
idea of “one country, two systems” out of his pragmatist philosophy and
attempted to handle the sovereignty transfer of both former colonies (Chen 2009,
756). It was also suggested that China came up with this framework initially as
a less provocative approach to absorb Taiwan (Ibid., 755). Taiwan, rejected to
be subordinated to Mainland China, naturally rejected this premise. Therefore
this whole framework first applied to Hong Kong.
The “one country, two systems” principle states that under the premise of a
single, unitary China, there can be two systems of organizing the society, which
is socialist on the mainland, and capitalist in Hong Kong (Ibid., 756). The two
systems remain unchanged even after handover, which means that Hong Kong
would be granted autonomy to govern itself in most of the social, economic and
political aspects. Under such an arrangement, Hong Kong thus can establish its
own financially independent government. The legal basis for this arrangement
would be the creation of a minor Constitution for Hong Kong itself—the Basic
Law (Ghai 2013).
The Basic Law stated the relations between Hong Kong and China, the
institutional structures, the rights and guiding principles to be enjoyed by
citizens and many more.
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Being entitled to such a high level of autonomy suggests that Hong Kong would
be different from an ordinary province or city of China. Therefore, a new term
was also created to name this new autonomous region—Special Administrative
Region (SAR).
A few years after the negotiation of Hong Kong’s sovereignty issue, China
applied the entire framework onto Macau. Macau followed the same routine in
the transition of sovereignty, became another Special Administration Region,
retained the existing legal system and continued its capitalist way of living and
development.
Macau and Hong Kong are the only two SARs in China, and their status was
given because of their colonial past and to ensure the smooth transition of
sovereignty.
2-6. Economic Prosperity
Hong Kong and Macau are both regarded as high income societies by the World
Bank. Hong Kong’s GDP per capita was US$43,681 whereas Macau’s GDP per
capita reached US$73,187 (World Bank, 2016). Macau’s economic success was
mainly built upon the tourism and gambling industries, whereas Hong Kong’s
one was more diversified and based on finance, tourism, retailing, and logistics,
etc.
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Figure 4. Macau and Hong Kong’s GDP per capita from 1960-2015

Source: Google’s World Bank database
As seen from figure. 4., Hong Kong and Macau’s past economic developments
back in the 80s were largely on similar level and similar pace with Hong Kong’s
GDP per capita growing slightly higher than that of Macau. But since 2005,
Macau started to experience rapid economic growth because of its burgeoning
tourism and casion industries. But both of the societies belong to high income
group, and considered as economically stable and developed.
3. Research Objectives
Given their affinities in many aspects, why is there a prominent difference in the
level of societal discontent towards China and rising support towards localism?
Why is there a rise in support towards lcoalism in Hong Kong and the lack of
such in Macau? How salient the difference is? I am interested in identifying the
independent variables leading to such differences and uncovering the causal
links accounting for such differences in current development of localist
ideologies in Macau and Hong Kong societies by applying the path-dependency
theory.
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There has been a lack in scholar interests in the comparative studies between
Hong Kong and Macau. Moreover, as the emergence of localist parties was a
recent phenomenon, scholars have not yet invested a lot of efforts and attention
on the matter. I believe such a salient difference between two former colonies in
China today should draw more academic interests as the rapidly rising radical
localist groups in Hong Kong have led to concerns and exerted influence to
residents and practitioners of Hong Kong, the geographically proximate Macau
and also the PRC government.
4. Research Design and Methodlogy
This research will mainly be a qualitative comparative research.
This research attempts to review relevant scholar literature to define the concept
of localism, and describe the differences between Hong Kong and Macau with
statistics in elections and protests. To account for the differences, this research
will apply the path-dependency theory to explain the political differences in the
two societies. Existing literature concerning the comparative study between
Hong Kong and Macau’s political development.
Historical accounts, books, academic journal articles, government announced
statistics would be reviewed and assessed to provide the historical background,
and post-colonial political development in both Hong Kong and Macau.
As this thesis aims at conducting a macro-level comparative research, individual
interviews or case study would not be conducted. Instead, data such as the
election results and the number of political parties advocating the idea of
localism would be collected in order to illustrate the level of social support
towards localism in two societies.
The analysis will be conducted based on the critical evaluation of the existing
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arguments and a new causal mechanism will be put forward to explain the
different level of support towards localism in the societies Hong Kong and
Macau through the use of path-dependent analytical framework.
5. Structure of the Dissertation
This dissertation is divided into five chapters. Chapter one introduces the
research background, question, objectives and design. Chapter two deals with
the theoretical issues, which include first, a more detailed definition of the
concept localism based on relevant existing literature and media description;
and second, a brief introduction on the level of localism in the two societies and
the related literature review; and third, an introduction on the arguments for the
adoption of the path-dependency theoretical framework for explaining the
divergence between two societies. Chapter three would be the analysis on the
differences between Hong Kong and Macau by applying of the Mahoney’s path
dependency model and this chapter deals with the first three stages of the model:
antecedent conditions, critical junctures, and structural persistence. Chapter four
deals with the distinctive paths of Hong Kong and Macau and the fourth stage
of the model: reactive sequence. Chapter five summarises the question and
findings, and offers future predictions using the model.
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Chapter 2. Review of Existing Literature and Theoretical Issues

1. Localism
Localism in the political science arena is not yet a well-established concept
despite its frequent occurrence in the academic articles related to Hong Kong
political development. Scholars in the past applied the concept as if it were a
self-explanatory one without a clear definition. From the existing literature
regarding Hong Kong localism, there has not been a unified understanding and
definition of localism, the term itself hence becomes all-inclusive and
ambiguous in nature. The author is proposing a clear definition of the term
localism based partly on previous literature and most importantly under the
context of Hong Kong, China, and Macau.
Localism, politically, refers to the sense of belonging to local region rather to
the nation and the devolution of autonomy. Culturally speaking, localism might
refer to orientation to support local products, preserve local culturally embedded
heritage, shops, dialect or language. Economically, it could be understood as
preferring local products and protecting local industries in the tides of
globalisation and against the encroachment of transnational corporations.
In this dissertation, only the political aspect of the concept localism will be
covered and discussed.
1-1. Localism in the existing literature
Localism in the European and American academic literature has a positive
connotation and largely relates to the autonomy granted to or requested by the
localities and the limits imposed on the authority of central governments or that
of cross-national corporations.
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According to Wills (2016, 11), localism indicates the devolution of the
"centralized state power" either through top-down or bottom-up initiatives to
the localities. People or parties in the localities request or are granted with more
autonomy from the central state government to handle issues that largely
concern and are confined to localities across the nation-state. Wirth (1937, 495),
similar to what Wills's perspectives, also pointed out that localism indicates the
opposite relationship between "local autonomy and centralized control" and
localism aims at freeing the local government from state intervention in local
affairs.
Localism in Hong Kong or China-related literature has to a certain extent
negative connotations and has encompassed rejection of Chinese immigrants,
identities, and intervention and represented local nationalism when placed under
the context of Hong Kong.
According to Chen and Szeto (2015, 436), two dimensions of localism in Hong
Kong were observed in Hong Kong, with one dimension focusing on the
"xenophobic and exclusionary" political stance that place the blame on
mainland Chinese immigrants; another dimension focused on building "local
communities… progressive, participatory, democratic values of inclusion,
diversity, and empowerment of the weak." The latter dimension can be seen as a
way of building a stronger bonding among local communities contrary to the
over-arching state. It also echoes with the Western literature's emphasis, which
is on local autonomy and implies policy orientations that placed the local issue
of concerns and local peoples' interests and welfares in the highest priority.
According to the political science scholar who researched on the political
development of Hong Kong, localism is defined as "a political movement that
focuses on the preservation of Hong Kong's identity and autonomy (Law 2013,
96)."
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Combining and extracting from the existing literature, localism, under Hong
Kong, or China-related context, encompasses the anti-overarching state
sentiments, a stronger sense of belonging towards local communities,
devolution of power to local regions, and local resistance to global corporates.
1-2. Localism in the media
Localism has already been widely mentioned and discussed in the media
coverage in China, Macau and Hong Kong respectively and the nature of it has
been significantly referred to by the general public. In the media coverage,
localism has a different dimension of meaning as scholars have discussed.
For recent years, localism, in the Hong Kong news, was associated with and
almost equivocal to the radical pro-independence political activists and parties.
News articles with localism as keywords are mostly associated with Hong Kong
independence, or Hong Kong sub-state nationalism.
There has been growing discontent in intervention from the Central Government
especially in the progress of democratization and newly formed parties or
political groups advocated higher autonomy for Hong Kong, self-determination
as a possible option and more radically, independence from China and form a
state on its own. The actors who advocated the above ideas were referred to as
localists and the advocacy itself is localism. For instance, Edward Leung Tinkei, former leader of “the Hong Kong Indigenous,” was labelled as a "localist"
in Hong Kong newspaper because he advocated claims that "Hong Kongers" in
itself is an ethnic identity and emphasized the differences between local and the
state numerous times in his campaigns, speeches, and interviews.1

See article https://www.hongkongfp.com/2018/04/18/mong-kok-unrestlocalist-edward-leung-tells-court-held-election-parade-protect-publicpolice/ as an example.
1
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The term localism has also been adopted to describe a part of Hong Kong
political parties in the political spectrum, which formerly was a bipolar system
with one end being pro-establishment parties and another end "the traditional
pan-democratic parties (Kwong 2016, 63)."
Figure 5. Hong Kong Bipolar Political Spectrum

Pro-local-autonomy

Pro-Beijing

Pro-establishment Camp
E.g. Democratic Alliance
for Betterment and
Progress of Hong Kong,
Business and
Professionals Alliance
for Hong Kong

Pan-democracy Camp
E.g. Civic Party,
Labour Party

Figure. 5 shows how Hong Kong's political parties were demarcated into two
coalitions along the continuum of pro-Beijing and pro-local-autonomy spectrum.
Political parties advocating localist ideas start to become the third stool in the
Hong Kong political spectrum as shown in Figure. 6.
Figure. 6. Hong Kong political party spectrum after the rise of localist camp
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Pro-Beijing
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Labour Party
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E.g. Civic
Passion, Hong
Kong Indigenous

Kwong (2016, 64) discovered that the term "localist camp" (parties advocating
localism) was widely and increasingly mentioned in ten major Hong Kong local
newspapers starting from 2012. In 2012, more than 100 news articles referred
the parties that advocated localism by the term "localist camp", and in late 2014,
the number rose drastically from around 500 to 1,800 and rose to 2000 in mid2016. That was the period of umbrella movement. Youngspiration which
considered independence as an option, Hong Kong National Party which
advocated independence and Civic Passion which supports independence are all
subsumed into the broad localist group.
Localism cannot be solely understood by scholarly terms when placed under the
Hong Kong context and should be interpreted in a more regional-specific
manner. Therefore, to better comprehend and for easier identification in the
latter part of the discussion in this dissertation, it is important to put forward a
clear definition that combines the elements and dimensions of "localism" in the
existing literature and local press articles.
This dissertation only focused on the stream regarding anti-overarching
sovereign state, which in this case would be referring to China. As the term
localism has been substantially associated or even considered as a close
equivalent to separatism and sub-state nationalism against state national identity.
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1-3. Indicators of the level of support towards localism
This thesis aims to demonstrate differences in the level of societal support
towards localism in Hong Kong and Macau respectively.
In this thesis, localism would refer to the advocacy of devolution of more
autonomy than status quo from the overarching state, succession from the overarching state, and exclusionary local identity contrary to over-arching state
identity. Localism in Hong Kong or Macau (if any) would be measured in terms
of political parties until the year 2016. In mid-2016, political parties that
advocated extreme localism were not allowed to file application for joining the
LegCo election, which is the equivalence of assembly in other countries (Cheng
2016).
Societal support towards localism can be illustrated by two elements: (i) the
existing political parties reflecting and advocating localism (secessionist,
permanently autonomist, nativist) in the entire political spectrum, (ii) the
percentages of votes received by such political parties in geographical
constituencies during the legislative election. Other protests with localist
political demands will also be considered as as indicator.
2. Localism in Hong Kong and Macau and literature review
This section would briefly introduce how the level of support towards localism
differs across Hong Kong and Macau and review the existing literature that
offered explanations on the rise or support towards localism in Hong Kong, the
lack of such in Macau, and the political differences between these two societies.
2-1. Localism in Hong Kong and Macau
In recent years, “independence” and “localists” had become a heated
controversial topic in almost everyday news in Hong Kong. More and more new
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parties stepped into the political arena and advocated higher autonomy, nativist
or even more extreme separatist ideologies, ranging from Neo Democrats, Hong
Kong Indigenous, Hong Kong National Party, Younspiration to a coalition
among three progressive parties named “Civic Passion-Political Prolateriat
Institute-Hong Kong Resurgence.” These newcomers achieved electoral
victories which showed a certain extent of support towards these parties’
ideologies and means of protests.
According to an opinion poll conducted by the Chinese University of Hong
Kong in mid-2016, 17.4% of interviewees “supported or strongly supported
independence” from China when the 50-year expiry date is over (Baldwin, Shi,
Blanchard and Tait 2016). This percentage is an alarming one to the authorities
in both HKSAR and Beijing, and as well as a fascinating one as localist
ideology appears rigorously after more than a decade of handover.
Other than separatist ideology, a growing percentage of Hong Kong citizens
started to recognise themselves as Hong Kongers/ Hong Kongese instead of
Chinese. According to the statistics derived from the polls conducted by the
University of Hong Kong on the sense of identity of Hong Kong citizens, in
mid-2017, when being asked to choose among “Chinese (₼⦚ⅉ), Chinese in
Hong Kong, Hong Kongers, Hong Kongers in China,” 93.7% of people in the
age group between 18-29 considered themselves as “broadly Hong Kongers,”
and back in 1997, such percentage was 68% (Wu 2017). Most of the citizens
who tend not to recognise themselves as Chinese (₼⦚ⅉ) were young people,
and the rising new localist parties were also predominantly composed of young
people. Hong Kong’s rise of and development of localism would be further
discussed in Chapter 4 in the discussion of the reactive sequence of Hong Kong.
While Hong Kong society had displayed reluctance to accept Chinese identity
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and even separatist beliefs, Macau society, on the other hand, had not shown
resistance nor reluctance towards Chinese engagement or Chinese identity.
In Macau Legislative Assembly, the most progressive opposition voices is prodemocracy and pro-political-reform stances, and there is only one legislator
named Sulu Sou Ka Hou in the 33-seat legislature who is demanding fairer and
more democratic reforms. A pro-democracy legislator Sulu Sou had already
been seen as the most “radical” legislator by other fellow legislators, and
together with his party New Macau Progressives were labelled by the Chinese
media Huanqiushibao ᧤䜿䚒㣑⫀᧥as separatists, similar to those localists in
Hong Kong (Yang 2017). Sulu, in his facebook profile, also claims he is
Macauese, but his major political participation focused on local welfare,
increasing political participation, and unjust legislation. If put into the standard
of Hong Kong, he would be a moderate pro-democracy camp.
However, if taken into the consideration of “one country, two systems” model,
other than the aspect of foreign affairs national defense, and the aspect of the
sovereignty, the Macau government has the autonomy to determine rest of the
internal affairs within the territory with regard to the citizens’ opinions. Other
opposition parties and their leaders in the Macau Legislative Assembly mainly
focused on the criticisms on government towards its backwardness in improving
social welfare and living conditions. Moreover, opposition parties in Macau
opposed to MSAR government, rather than the Chinese central government.
Sulu Sou and the opposition parties might not be considered as advocating
localism defined in this dissertation.
In Macau Legislative Assembly, only 4 out of 14 directly elected seats are of
oppositional stance while the rest of the seats are of pro-Beijing stance. Macau
society has not seen a rise of localism as its neighbor Hong Kong did.
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While sharing affinities in many aspects, such difference in political aspect has
been intriguing and the gap between the two has been growing wider and more
noticeable in the post-colonial period. To attempt to explain this divergence
between two socieites, it is important to explore the existing literature for
possible explanations.
2-2. Literature Review
As localism, narrowly defined for the discussion of this dissertation, is a rather
recent phenomenon in Hong Kong, not much existing literature is available.
Comparative studies between Hong Kong and Macau were scarce and among
them, scholar interests on the political field were even more limited. Existing
comparative studies (Lo 2007; Au, 2001) focusing on the divergence in the
political development of both societies were conducted in the 2000s, which
could be used as a reference. Other than the above comparative studies, some
scholars (Yu 2009) studied Macau and Hong Kong individually and made
attempts to explain political apathy in Macau society and of the presence of
localism in Hong Kong with various factors.
Hong Kong scholar Lo (2007) noticed that a "political divergence" in
postcolonial Hong Kong and Macau. Macau had seen a more harmonious postcolonial transition and better adaptation to the "one country, two systems"
principle, while anger and discontent accumulated in the Hong Kong society
created several political crises after the handover, such as the 2003 protest
which 500,000 people joined the street demonstration, and public indignation
and distrust on the Hong Kong government (Lo 2007, 359).
Lo (2007) listed a couple of factors that he believed are conducive to the
successful, smooth transition of Macau and to the political crises in Hong Kong.
Lo (2007, 368) argued that the governance styles of two former colonial
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governments, the performances of first ever political leaders in HKSAR and
MSAR, and the "state-society partnership" were the key factors explaining the
differences between these societies.
First, Chris Patten, the last Governor of Hong Kong, had put forth more
progressive democratic reforms but such reforms were subject to the objection
of Beijing. This opposition "sow the seeds of deep antagonism between the prodemocracy camp and Beijing" and Beijing was viewed as a deterrent force in
the path of Hong Kong's democratization (Lo 2007, 362). On the other hand,
Macau, in their last couple of colonial years, underwent "deterioration of law
and order (Lo 2007, 364)" and devolution of power from the colonial office to
the casino tycoon Stanley Ho Hung-sun. Pre-handover Macau had also been
frequented with crimes that disrupted the social order (Lo 2007). Lo (Ibid.) as
well argued, Hong Kong was a booming economy with bright prospects in the
pre-transition years of Hong Kong. But the Asian Financial Crisis in 1997, the
same year Hong Kong was returned to China, greatly hit the Hong Kong
economy, which led to harsher and higher expectations towards the newly
operating government (Lo 2007). While Macau went from social instability to
safe and economic growth after the handover, Lo (2007) argued that such
contrast might contribute to the "political divergence" of Macau and Hong
Kong.
Second, the performances of leaders of the two SARs were drastically different.
Lo claimed (Ibid.) that Tung Chee-hwa, the first Chief Executive of Hong Kong,
did not manage to handle the public health, political and financial crises that
took place in Hong Kong and launched overambitious social initiatives during
his term. In contrast, Macau's counterpart Edmund Ho Hau-wah, the son of the
influential "middlemen between Portuguese rulers and PRC leaders" (Lo 2007,
365) Ho Yin, adopted a more pragmatic way of administration. The differences
in the governing capabilities between the two leaders, Lo (Ibid.) argued, are
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what caused the contrasting political attitudes of the two societies.
The third point Lo had raised is that government-society relations. Lo (Ibid.)
mentioned that the links between interests groups and the government were
well-built in Macau and the political demands of these groups, except labor
groups, generally are successfully channeled, and taken into consideration in the
government agenda. However, in Hong Kong, there had been anti-government
groups merging together while the government could not address their demands
and soothe their anger with appropriate corresponding measures (Ibid.). Lo,
therefore, concluded this as the third factor leading to the divergence.
Lo (2007, 365)'s explanation focused on explaining the "initial success" of
Macau and the non-successful example of Hong Kong in terms of transitioning
from a colony to a Special Administration Region of PRC. The time frame is
confined to only the initial few years after the handover and a few years before
that handover, and therefore the temporary factors that Lo raised could not be
fully applicable to the emergence of and support for localism in Hong Kong but
lack of such in Macau which happens only after the 2010s.
Moreover, Lo's three factors are tempting explanations but not theory-laden,
and are definitely temporal factors. First, the years before the handover sow the
seeds of anti-PRC sentiments among pro-democracy social actors in Hong
Kong. It could be a source of anger but it could not explain how long the effects
would last without a broader theoretical framework. For the second factor, after
the alternation of Chief Executives in two SARs, the political divergence
remained and even widened in terms that Hong Kong political conflicts stick
and even grew into government legitimacy crises and Macau's political stability
did not seem to be disrupted. The third factor actually showed the state-society
linkage is weaker in Hong Kong and stronger in that of Macau, which in later
periods there are incidents of Macau's weakened state-society linkage but
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Macau's were not close to triggering a serious political crisis. I agree with the
author that these three factors might work effectively in explaining the initial
political divergence, but even the changes in three factors did not seem to shrink
the political divergence between Hong Kong. I argue that we should see Hong
Kong and Macau as in their respective paths and in the larger and broader
theoretical framework.
Another Hong Kong scholar, Au (2001), looked further back in the history of
Hong Kong and Macau and conducted a comparative study on the influence of
1967 riots on Hong Kong and Macau's political development. Au (2001)
purported that the paths of two societies were going in a diverging direction
long before the handover. More surprisingly, according to Au (2001), in the
1950s to 60s, political participation was generally high in among Chinese
communities residing in Macau as they did not rely on or hold many
expectations towards Portuguese governance because of Portuguese colonial
government's indifference in providing sufficient social welfare for the residents.
With that being said, the Chinese communities, however, did not hold much
antagonism towards the Portuguese government (Ibid.). On the other side, Hong
Kong residents, under the British rule, were capable to benefit from the housing,
education policies offered by the British colonial government and were not
motivated to stir up political unrest (Ibid.). Hong Kong was politically stable
and the local communities did not possess any progressive political demands
such as democratization. Au (2001, 46) even described Hong Kong's level of
political participation as "minimal." The two colonies were both indifferent
towards politics in that period of time. It is to derive that the two colonies
originally were in political convergence in the 50s and 60s in this regards.
Au (2001) argued that the 1966 and 67 communist riots, which would be further
discussed in the latter part, were the watershed that shaped the relationship
between PRC and Portugal, and that between PRC and Britain. Portuguese lost
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power by mishandling the riots and had to rely on Chinese influence in coping
with the riots, while Britain successfully suppressed the riots, gained credibility
and denounced the communists. Such change in international relations led to the
build-up of Sino-British and Sino-Portuguese relations and have a further
lasting influence on how their negotiation over colonial handover was to be held.
It could not directly account for why Hong Kong has encountered localism
while Macau has not but it could be used to explain the antecedent conditions
that lead to the critical junctures and the paths Macau and Hong Kong had been
on under the path-dependency framework.
After reviewing the very limited existing studies on political differences
between Hong Kong and Macau, I turned to the individual studies of these two
SARs in the recent years in order to better understand their political culture and
characteristics.
Scholars like Yu (2009) studied political features of Macau individually. He put
forward that Macau society generally lacks interests in politics, and the political
indifference of Macau society echoed with the previous scholars' study on
Macau in an earlier time. This could be interpreted as a continuum or stickiness.
Yu (2009) conducted a survey in 2009 towards Macau citizens' perception of
politics. According to Yu's survey results, 50.8% of the respondents declared
that they have completely no or no interests in politics while only 12.7% stated
that they are interested or very interested in politics (Yu 2009, 102). Moreover,
37.6% of the respondents stated that they never talk about political issues with
their friends and families; 39.4% stated that they rarely talk about political
issues, and only 3.4% of the respondents said that they always talk about
politics (Yu 2009, 102). Yu derived from the survey results that the general lack
of interests in politics among Macau Chinese is due to the lack of sense of
political efficacy (Ibid.). It means that Macau citizens do not possess the feeling
that their opinions or participation could influence the political decisions
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(Seligson 1980).
Macau people also did not tend to have demands and interests in pushing for
democratization. Macau people rated democratic reforms as of the least priority
in the list of policy initiatives, coming after other social welfare policies like
housing,

labor

rights,

employment

opportunities,

medical

services,

transportation, education, etc (Yu 2009, 107).
Another Hong Kong scholar Kwong (2016) produced a short paper regarding
the emergence of localism in Hong Kong. Kwong (2016) considered localism
not as a new phenomenon as localism, in the dimension of preservation of local
culture, appeared in 2005, but he mentioned that localism in political aspect,
which is the dimension in our scope of discussion, arose out of the continuing
and ever-growing dissatisfaction with existing Hong Kong pan-democracy
camp and with the incoming mainlanders that disrupted daily lives of Hong
Kong people. I considered these factors immediate factors further escalated the
existing anger and discontent towards Hong Kong government, but I argued that
such factors, especially the continuing dissatisfaction towards the democratic
camp, should be understood as a continuum of events and in a broader
framework.
Law (2013), a Hong Kong political science scholar, also studied the topic of
Hong Kong localism. Law (2013, 96) believed that the politically localist
ideology was a counter-response towards the Chinese increasing intervention
into the supposed-to-be highly autonomic region, and the "dishonored cheque"
issued by the Beijing government over the democracy in Hong Kong. In his
article, he spent more coverage on describing the localist activities, intensity,
and beliefs than seeking theory-laden explanations to account for the emergence
of localism in Hong Kong. Law (2013)'s argument "dishonored cheque" the
"broken democracy promise" did appear in the year of 2010, which made sense
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that these factors did turn out to be the fuse of localism. These immediate and
short-lived factors, similar to that put forth by Kwong (2016), should be traced
back to their historical roots and paths of evolvement. The causal links between
the "dishonored cheque" on democracy and the rise of localism still have to be
filled with more historical series of events and backed by theoretical basis. The
ever-growing intensity of localism also needs to be studied further.
Kaeding (2017) wrote also on the development and the origins of Hong Kong's
localism. His views on the origins of localist parties partly echoed with that of
Law's (2016). Kaeding (2017) stated that the post-colonial electoral reforms and
the outbreak of the largest social movement in post-colonial Hong Kong—
Umbrella Movement had not brought Hong Kong people the "democracy" that
once was "promised." He argued that such frustration led to the formation of a
lot of post-umbrella-movement localist parties that advocated Hong Kong
people self-determining their territory and their future. I agreed with both Law
and Kaeding that the frustration clearly was an immediate factor fusing the
rapid growth of localist parties and popularity of the localist ideology, but I
argued that in order to better understand the emergence of localism it is
necessary to take into the account of historical traces. By viewing the political
development in a longer time frame, we could have a firmer grasp on how
frustration and discontent were built up along the path of political development.
To conclude, scholars conducting comparative studies often came to the
obvious conclusion that political indifference towards democratization prevails
in Macau in recent decades, and political demands towards democratization
grew stronger and legitimacy crisis of HKSAR government frequented in Hong
Kong. Most of the above scholars claimed that Macau and Hong Kong had been
in these diverging paths post-colonial and pre-colonial period (not before 196667 riots). Scholars did research individually on Hong Kong argued that the
discontent on the democratization progress fused the rise in social recognition
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towards localist ideology and localist parties. Those who studied political
culture in Macau often arrived in similar conclusion that Macau society
generally displayed political indifference and the society seemed to be granting
government based on its performance but not through democratic systems. Most
of these individual studies or comparative studies focused on the discussion of
some specific events and raise immediate factors and causes.
In the academia, there has not been a systematic and theory-laden explanation
accounting for the difference in the support of or the rise of localism in Hong
Kong and Macau. I argue such differences should be viewed in their respective
historical trajectories. The stickiness of the democracy demand could be shown.
Through placing the political trajectories of the two societies in a longer time
frame, the demands for democratization and the actions and counter-reactions
performed by various social actors could be interpreted in-depth.
3. Path Dependency Theory
This section aims at presenting how the previous scholars have come to
understand the path dependency theory and how do they tend to apply it. Before
it was applied to the social science field, it was often used to characterize the
legal doctrine. Precedents matter and shape how the judicial decisions are made
today.
The path dependency theory was first rooted in the economics discipline in the
social science arena to explain why certain inefficient products or models retain
its dominance in the markets. The essence of the theory was then transferred to
provide explanations for a social and political phenomenon and the theory has
been widely applied by institutions to account for the choice and evolving
patterns of institutions, as well as by political scientists or sociologists to
interpret the political developments of different countries or societies.
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This dissertation aims to apply this theoretical framework in describing the
political variations of the two Special Administration Regions and the
justifications of such application will be illustrated in the last section of this
chapter.
3-1. Origins of Path Dependency theory
Paul David is a pioneer in the application of this theory in the economics. The
theory was applied to explain what causes certain technological products to
remain dominant in the markets even though they are not the best-made
products. David (1985) illustrated the theory of path-dependency by telling the
historical background of the present-day keyboard layout. The keyboard which
people nowadays recognize universally starts from QWERTY and it has
maintained to be the standard model for manufacturers and typists. David (Ibid.,
335) emphasized the significance of historical events "locked in" in the
formation of norms, despite the fact that he applied the path-dependency theory
in the field of economics.
When David first introduced the concept of path dependence into social science,
he did not establish it as a very concrete analytical framework that has
prerequisites, conditions, or follows a necessary line of the analytical process.
Brian Arthur (!994) further refined the theory by adding complexity and turning
a concept into a theory.
Social science scholars shifted the field of application of this theory from
economics to politics while retaining its essence that the past has a significant
influence on the current state. It was widely applied as the bases of
institutionalist works since the 1990s.
3-2. On Political Science
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Based on David and Arthur's works, Douglas North (1990) altered the
application of path dependency from the economics field to the political one as
he attempted to explain institutional change with accordance to the history.
North (1990) further explained the concept of increasing returns and applied to
institutions. He (Ibid.) illustrated that there were a colossal amount of set-up
costs for an institution to be established. Once the institution is set up, the later
actors learn how the institution works ("the learning effects") and the
organizations and the institutions would coordinate with each other ("the
coordination effects") (Ibid.).
Another institutionalist Paul Pierson (2000) made a concise conclusion of the
features of path dependency theory out of the existing scholars' contribution and
argued that the theory could change the previous conception that only
substantial causes can lead to substantial consequences.
Applying path dependency theory on the analysis of institutions is different
from applying it to the analysis of other political processes. Mahoney
contributed to the complexity of the theory by adding several prerequisites and
characteristics to the application of the theory on the analysis of the general
political process.
As Mahoney (2000) concluded, there were two main analyzing sequences in the
academia. First, the "self-reinforcing sequences" describe the institutional
development characteristics with the logic of "increasing returns (Mahoney
2000, 508)." Using an example of an institution to illustrate this sequence,
institutionalists often apply this analyzing approach to explain the continuation
of "institutional patterns" as the prior chosen pattern derives "increasing
returns" and makes exit option less probable (Ibid.). The second analyzing
approach is called the "reactive sequences (Ibid., 509)." It means that the prior
events are interdependent on each other and forms a "chain of events" that leads
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to the final results (Ibid.). It can be observed and generally concluded that when
analyzing institutions, the logic of increasing returns applies. When analyzing
other political developmental processes, reactive sequences are more preferred.
Mahoney further argued that there are several conditions to fulfill when
applying the path dependency theory, otherwise the theory would be falsely
applied. Quoting a whole line of history to explain the outcome is not how path
dependency works, but rather how historians would conduct their analysis.
Mahoney purported that in order to correctly apply the theoretical framework,
first, the causal links must be “highly sensitive to events that take place in the
early stages of an overall historical sequence (Mahoney 2000, 510).” Second,
the events need to possess the characteristics of being contingent (Ibid.), rather
than a natural, expected occurrence of an event. Third, "inertia" can be
identified with the emergence of "reaction and counter-reaction mechanisms
(Ibid., 511)."
Not only had the path dependence theory been widely applied in the field of
politics, most importantly it was applied to discuss for differences between
countries' developmental trajectories, either in terms of economics or politics.
The basic premise of the theory remains, but how it is applied varies.
North (1990, 116) in his book raised a previous example of comparative politics
study to demonstrate how the theory could be applied—why Britain and Spain,
both former strong colonial powers, had "divergent paths in the New World." It
is worth noticing that North placed more emphasis on the institutional factors
such as Crown's governing capabilities when applying the path-dependency
theory.
Other than the comparison between European countries, the Central American
continent was as well a place where a lot of comparative politics studies were
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conducted. Mahoney (2001, 12) not only refined the path dependency as a
theoretical framework but also applied the framework on the "diverging regime
trajectories in Central America." His research was conducted in a large-scale as
he took into account over a century-long history of many Central American
countries. Mahoney (2001) noticed that in the region, there had been a wide
variety of political regimes in the middle of 20th century, with Guatemala being
a military regime, Costa Rica is on the gradual progress of democratization,
Nicaragua being a typical conventional dictatorship regime, and so on. To
explain the different trajectories on which these neighboring countries were
individually located, Mahoney (2001) argued that the critical juncture took
place during the reform at the beginning of 20th century, and economic reforms
in that period formed different paths of political development for different
countries in the region.
In this particular research, Mahoney created a 5-stage analytical process for
applying path dependency theory, which could serve as a very useful framework
for future studies. The first stage is the "antecedent conditions" that explains the
contexts before the critical junctures; the second stage is the critical juncture,
the third stage is the "structural persistence" that showed how the previous
choices persisted through "the production and reproduction of institutions" and
the path will be continually taken; the fourth stage is the reactive stage that
shows the responses and counter-responses between actors and structures or
between actors and this series of responses are occurred "independently of the
institutional factors that initially produced [such responses]" (Mahoney 2001,
113). In the end, the last stage would be the resulting "outcome.” Mahoney
(2001)'s approach is placing the focal point on the critical juncture and figure
out the pretext and aftermath of the critical juncture on one path for each
country.
3-3. Path-dependency theory in this dissertation
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To slightly recap, the path dependency theory is to explain the current day
phenomenon or status as a consequence that led by the contingent and
unexpected historical traces. Under the influence of the historical traces, a
society, a market, or a country is set into a path and this path is sticky and
highly irreversible. However, path dependency theory is not upholding
"historical determinism (Kaufman 2000, 61)," rather, it is suggesting that the
same means does not lead to the same end as each place's unique historical
characters would build up variations in the future even if they undergo the same
development strategies.
Path dependence theory can be separated into several types. Taking into account
the categorization which Mahoney (2000) had put forward, there are two
analytical flows of path dependence. One is increasing return that applies to the
explanation in economics and institutions more, another one is the reactive
sequence that applies to explain other political development processes more.
These two analytical patterns are subsumed into the category of, as I named, the
single-path analytical patterns. Additionally, another analytical pattern involves
multi-paths which include more independent variables and shows interactions
among and between paths.
It is important to note that in order to apply the theory correctly, the conditions
that Mahoney had put forward might present as a reminder— not all past events
are said to be attributable to the current day status, the important past events that
set things into a path or as Mahoney (2000) would say, "the critical junctures,"
have to be unexpected and contingent in nature.
As this dissertation aims to analyze the reason why, despite the two societies'
many shared affinities especially being former colonies, local society showed
support in localism in Hong Kong but local society in Macau did not. I argue
that this theoretical framework would be an appropriate choice for the working
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of this dissertation.
First, as presented previously, this theory had been widely applied in the field of
political science, regardless of its economic origins in the social science family.
As the theory has been widely applied, it has developed into different wellestablished variants (e.g. "increasing returns" logic for economic and
institutions, "reactive" for the political process, "multiple paths" for the
inclusion of more variables) and such flexibility allows researchers to choose
which one suits their subjects of study.
Second, this theory also was applied to explain causal mechanisms (Marx 2010).
This dissertation not only aims at showcasing the difference of level of support
towards localism in the respective societies but also aims at building a novel
theory-laden causal mechanism to account for the differences. This theory, as
shown above, has been adopted to explain the causal mechanisms regardless of
the fields or subjects, which fits into the purpose of this dissertation.
Third, and most importantly, this theory was a popular framework that was
adopted in the comparative politics. Scholars sought explanations for the
divergence of societies with potential historical traces. These existing literature
with research questions setting similar as this dissertation allows the author to
adopt similar analytical process. In addition, the subjects of these comparative
literature that adopted path-dependency theory are regimes that are in transition,
be them transitioning from communist Soviet (Kaufmann 2000), or
transitioning from colonial to newly-independent states (Subrahmanyam 2006).
These research settings resemble the one in this dissertation—transitional
societies from their previous colonial regimes, and such resemblance further
enhances the appropriateness to apply this theory in this thesis. Moreover, the
path dependent theory could be understood as a general and "macro-level
theory" (Kaufman 2000, 495) that facilitate the application on a wide spectrum
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of topics and subjects.
Despite the advantages, it might be seen as a weakness that no previous scholars
have applied the theory to the concept of localism before. And, it is essential to
know that using path-dependency theory to describe the different paths of the
society does not suggest that the societies in comparison are monothetic in
nature, rather it is describing the stickiness of certain core issue in the societies.
There are still many diversified or even polarised opinions regarding localism or
democracy in the two societies.
I argue that localism arose as one of the counter-reaction of the society in the
path of democratization and the Mahoney's framework that involves the reactive
sequence would fit the scope of this dissertation.
3-4. Mahoney’s Analytical Framework
As there has been no scholars who have conducted a theory-laden research on
the comparison between Macau and Hong Kong difference in support towards
localism, I, therefore, would like to construct a path-dependent explanation to
explain the differences. By applying the path-dependency framework as an
analytical model, the flow of analysis could be systematic. Periods of
divergence or even future evolvement of political trajectories between Hong
Kong and Macau could be identified under Mahoney's analytical framework
that involves the reactive sequence. Mahoney's framework is adapted to explain
how the current day social support towards localism is generated out of the
reactive sequence stage in the path of political development of Hong Kong and
how Macau's path of political development evolved in a different direction than
that of Hong Kong after the critical juncture.
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Figure. 7. Mahoney’s analytical framework in providing a path-dependent
explanation
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As Mahoney (2001, 113) pointed out, a "critical juncture" is a "choice point"
where decisions are made between or among two or more options and such
decision is irreversible when the future institutions and social actors reacted and
counteracted upon that option. Before discerning the critical junctures of
political changes, it is also important to understand the antecedent conditions of
both societies to see what led up to the choice-making process during the
critical junctures.
Structural Persistence is the making of institutions or interractions revolving
around the decision made in the period of critical juntures that makes the
decision irreversible.
Reactive sequence is “a chain of causally linked events that, once in motion,
occur independently of the institutional factors that initially produced it
(Mahoney 2001, 115).”
Outcome would be the results of the conflicts, or how the society looks like
before another critical juncture arises.
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3-5. Hypothesis and expectations
According to the path dependence theory, after the certain choice has been
made, the institutions or social actors would react accordingly to reinforce the
choice and making it irreversible. The following events would be set on a
distinctive path and show stickiness of the choice.
It is expected that after the universal suffrage promise made during the SinoBritish negotiation, political actors and sizable amount of citizens in Hong
Kong will pursue democracy and intend to institutionalise democracy, hence the
stickiness of the issue—democracy would persist. I argue democracy will
become a sticky issue since the critical juncture—Sino British Negotiation. In
the post-handover days, more radical and progressive counter-reactions would
arise in the reactive sequence when the demand for democracy is not
appropriately responded by HKSAR and Chinese central governments, which is
the rise of localism in 2010s. However, some portions of the society might
make concesssions and might be willing to accept not entirely genuine
democracy and expect a slow and orderly progress of democraticization.
Whereas in Macau, citizens (Chinese communities) in Macau, on the other hand,
after the negotiation, without the promise of democracy, will expect to enter
into the path of transition. Macau would prepare to enter into the transition from
a colony to a Chinese Special Administration Region. With no expectations on
democracy, the path of transition would be reinforced and locked in and results
in a peaceful transition with a stabilised society that maintains amicable
relationship with Chinese central government.
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Chapter 3. Antecedent Conditions and Critical Junctures for Hong Kong
and Macau
This chapter briefly introduces the antecedent conditions, and most importantly
the critical junctures that leads to the making of Hong Kong’s and Macau’s
respective paths.
To revisit the path-dependent analytical framework, as Mahoney (2001, 113)
pointed out, a "critical juncture" is a "choice point" where decisions are made
between or among two or more options and such decision is irreversible when
the future institutions and social actors reacted and counteracted upon that
option. Before discerning the critical junctures of political changes, it is also
important to understand the antecedent conditions of both societies to see what
led up to the choice-making process during the critical junctures. I argue that
social support towards of localism in Hong Kong arose in the reactive sequence
stage in Hong Kong’s path of democratization. Hong Kong went onto the path
of transition into a democratic society whereas Macau went onto the path of
transition into a Special Administration Region of China. I put forward that
their divergent paths of postcolonial political development set their foothold in
the 1970s to 80s.
1. Antecedent Conditions: Historical Background
Before getting close to look at the periods near the critical juncture, it is
necessary to have a grasp of the historical background of Hong Kong and
Macau in order to see how and why they have become the colonies of Britain
and Portugal.
1-1. Historical Background of Hong Kong
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Three treaties for a colony
In the year of 1838, the then Qing emperor Daoguang (拢⏘) issued a decree
that banned the trade of opium, which induced substantial trade loss on the side
of the dominant opium supplier, the United Kingdom (Carroll, 2007). A war
between two countries developed due to discontent over the unilateral ban of
trade and the subsequent conflicts (Ibid.). On August 29, 1842, China, being
military incompetent, signed the Treaty of Nanking with U.K. and perpetually
ceded to Britain the Hong Kong island (Ibid.). Hong Kong back at that period of
time was only populated by around 15000 to 20000 people and mostly
undeveloped (Ibid.). Officials of the U.K. grew their interests to the small island
because of its port that could better facilitate trade (Ibid.).
Slightly more than a decade later, the Anglo-French force defeated Qing and
Qing signed another treaty, The Convention of Beijing in 1860, and agreed to
cede the Kowloon Peninsula and the Stonecutters Island to Britain as well
(Ibid.). Britain started to develop Hong Kong and the population started to grow.
In search of a buffer zone and land resources to cope with the population inflow,
in the year of 1898, Britain requested Beijing to further lease the area between
Kowloon and the Shenzhen River, which is now generally known as the New
Territories (Ibid.). The British representative assumed that a 99-year lease
would amount to a permanent ceding, but the lease turned out to have
significant implications on the history of Hong Kong (Ibid.).
After these two treaties and a lease contract, the commonly known territory of
the Hong Kong had come into a complete shape. In the late 19th century and the
early 20th century, events in mainland China triggered Chinese nationalism
among the Chinese in the territory of Hong Kong.
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In Times of Wars
After 1911 Wuchang Revolution, there had been a large scale of human
movement from mainland to Hong Kong, and by the end of 1914, 500,000
people were populated in Hong Kong (Carroll, 2007). Hong Kong was not
much involved in the world war one and was largely peaceful during the
interwar period until the Japanese invasion. In December 1941, Japan attacked
Hong Kong not long after she bombed the Pearl Harbour, and the gap between
Japanese and British military capabilities in Hong Kong forced the then
Governor Mark Young to "surrender unconditionally" to Japan (Ibid., 119).
Japan took over Hong Kong until 1945.
When Britain reclaimed control of Hong Kong, the then Governor Mark Young
was determined to carry out major political reforms and improve the social
welfare conditions to restore the faith of the Chinese in Hong Kong under the
British rule (Ibid.). In the following post world war decades, Hong Kong
experienced substantial economic and population boom.
Post-war economic bloom
In the 50s, Hong Kong started to experience post-war substantial economic and
population boom. On the other hand, due to civil war and social unrest, Chinese
refugees had fluxed into the territory of Hong Kong ever since the 40s and the
problem of overpopulation have led the colonial government to take on closed
border approach (Ibid.). But due to the famine and political unrest in China,
refugees continued to flood in Hong Kong and intensified and multiplied the
social problems (Ibid.).
1-2. Historical Background of Macau
Portuguese made deals with China to settle in Macau
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Macau's colonial history dated back to the age of discovery and voyages. At the
beginning of the 16th century, Portugal traveled in ships and discovered
southern part of Asia, including Hong Kong, Macau, Guangdong province and
Malacca (Shipp 1997). When Portuguese first arrived Macau in 1553, there was
only a small size of the population residing in Macau, who were mainly
involved in the fishing industry (Ibid.). The then China was not open to trade
nor to foreign visitors. Withstanding the resistance and suppression by the
Chinese authorities in Guangdong Province repetitively, in 1555, Portuguese
Captain-Major Leonel de Sousa made a verbal deal with the neighboring
Guangdong officer Wang Po (Ibid.). In 1557, Portuguese eventually and
officially set a foothold in Macau, but with a price (Ibid.). Portugal had to make
substantial rental payment to corresponding Chinese officials. China
subsequently built a wall between Macau and the mainland, to prevent further
access from Portuguese and limit foreigners' activities only on the small island,
but still exercised control and supervised the activities in Macau (Ibid.).
Economic bloom
From the late 16th century to around mid 17th century, Portuguese made use of
Macau's location as "a primary stop" to connect with other Asian countries
(Ibid., 32). They made remarkable profits by establishing several trading sea
routes and conducting trade with different countries using their well-built
voluminous cargo ships (Shipp 1999). Near the mid 17th century, Portuguese
began to formalize the governance of Macau by appointing the governor to
manage the affairs in Macau (Ibid.).
Reinforcement of Portuguese control over Macau
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In 1846, after China's loss to Britain in the Opium War, then-Macau governor
Ferreira do Amaral2 occupied more land on the south and near the China-Macau
border, stopped paying rents to the Guangdong officials, and strengthened the
fortification walls (Shipp 1999). Such change of attitudes and policies
strengthened Portuguese control and authority on Macau. Long after two
hundred years of Portuguese settlement, Macau and China signed "Treaty of
Tientsin/Tianjin" ᧤⮸㾴㬬侓᧥ in 1862 (Ibid., 74). It is under this treaty that
Macau was formally recognized by the Chinese authority as a part of
Portuguese territory, in other words, Macau was officially a Portuguese colony
(Shipp 1999).
Mutual Agreement on the status of Macau
The Treaty of Tientsin turned ineffective following the demise of Qing dynasty
in 1919, Portugal and China made effective another treaty initially signed 1887,
named "Luso-Chinese Treaty of Trade and Friendship" or "Lisbon Agreement
(Ibid., 74)." This Treaty was renewed in 1928 (Shipp 1999). In this agreement,
Macau was considered as "perpetual occupation…by Portugal as any other
Portuguese possession (Ibid., 80)." However, it also required Portugal to gain
China's approval if Portugal intend to implement any policies over Macau.3
Hong Kong and Macau in the 50s and 60s
As previously mentioned, Au (2001) argued that the two colonies were both
indifferent towards politics in the 50s and early 60s, but Macau Chinese
2

Governor Amaral’s policy change sparked off indignation of
neighboring Chinese and was then assassinated, decaptivated at night by
several Chinese who crossed the border.
3
The original wording stipulated in the Agreement is that “Portugal
should not take action to alienate Macau and its dependencies without
agreement with China.”
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communities were indifferent towards politics not because they were satisfied
with government performance but because they did not consider themselves
capable of changing the racial hierarchy in Macau.
During the colonial period, the population was divided into several major
categories, Portuguese, Macanese, Chinese, and other Europeans. Macanese
was a "distinct social group," who was born and raised in Macau and were of
multi-racial background, and are generally fluent in Cantonese and Portuguese
(Au 2001, 23). Their language capabilities make them attractive to hold
important positions in business and politics, while Chinese never assumed
important positions in colonial government (Au 2001). Macanese took up civil
servants positions and enjoyed a substantial amount of government subvented
welfare (Ibid.). Education system favored those who spoke Portuguese and
upward mobility of Chinese communities in colonial Macau was limited (Ibid.).
Social frustration prevailed among the Chinese communities in the 50s and 60s
because of these racially discriminated policies but such frustration did not lead
to political instability (Au 2001).
In Hong Kong, Chinese started to assume important civil servant positions since
the 50s and Chinese in Hong Kong were willing to learn English and university
education was accessible to local Chinese (Au 2001).
1-3. 1966-67 Communist Riots in Hong Kong
Accompanying with the communist cultural revolution back in the mainland, in
1967, the local branch of the Chinese Communist Party orchestrated a series of
riots in Hong Kong over the issue of labor rights, echoing with the Mao
Zedong-led Cultural Revolution back in the mainland China (Carroll 2007). In
Hong Kong, communist supporters, mainly the labor union members, initiated
bomb attacks and arson. Colonial Police and the leftist protesters had several
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violent confrontations in mid-1967. "Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Beijing"
issued a statement to recognise the deeds of the leftist protesters and condemned
the use of violence of Colonial Police Force (Au 2001, 60). The protests grew in
larger scale when the radio broadcaster who condemned the leftist riots being
burned to death in his own car, and secret bombs were hidden and then
exploded in public places. Local Chinese communities mostly supported the
colonial government to take necessary and immediate action to restore the
social order of Hong Kong. The British colonial government launched a series
of mass-scale arrests, carried out a large number of raids in communist backed
unions and schools, sought leftover bombs and gained legitimacy in maintaining
the social order (Au 2001; Carroll 2007).
1-4. 1966-67 Communist Riots in Macau
Similar to the riots occurred in Hong Kong in 1967, the riots were influenced by
the political ambiance back in mainland China at the time of Cultural
Revolution. The riots took place when the colonial government confronted proCommunist protesters (Shipp 1999). The whole series of riots were triggered by
a small event. The colonial police interrupted a school construction work which
was carried out without applying for prior approval from the colonial
government. The school had a communist background (Ibid.). This galvanized
the communist supporters to confront the colonial police. Protesters pressured
the Governor via "regular visits" to his residence and shouted Mao Zedong's
quotes against him (Ibid., 87). The conflict further escalated in the following
months and resulted in an armed confrontation, curfew, heavy casualties, social
polarization, and social unrest (Shipp 1999). Portuguese government
departments were unable to operate because of the continuous and aggressive
protests (Ibid.). Protesters demanded the Portuguese government to assume
responsibility for civilians' casualties and demanded punishment be imposed on
the corresponding government officials, especially the police (Ibid.). Moreover,
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Chinese government added a few conditions onto these demands, including
access to information of Kuomintang members in Macau, suppression of
Kuomintang activities in Macau, and the promise to limit Portuguese police's
power (Ibid.). Wanting to put an end to the chaotic scene, the then Macau
governor signed the agreement with the Chinese representative, Macau
businessman Ho Yin, and accepted the terms demanded by both protesters and
the Chinese government at "the Chinese Chamber of Commerce of Macau
(Shipp 1999, 89)." The governor's signature significantly undermined the
credibility of the colonial government and reinforced and legitimatized Chinese
engagement in Macau. Since then, radio and press with communist background
were able to freely produce programs and publications in Macau (Shipp 1999).
While Macau was under the Portuguese rule, pro-Beijing groups were spreading
power in the territory, groups include "business chambers, neighborhood
associations, and labor unions (Lo 2007, 375)." Chinese government's
engagement was not banned by the Portuguese colonial government and took
place after the signing of such agreement.
After the riots, Hong Kong local Chinese communities held negative attitudes
towards the trouble-making violent leftists, communists, and Communist Party
and the fact that British colonial government greatly suppressed the communist
riots despite Chinese government's opposition made the Sino-British
relationship turn antagonistic. In Macau, the Portuguese colonial government,
after signing the agreement which legitimized Chinese intervention in Macau,
started to cooperate with the Chinese Communist government in dealing with
important decisions in Macau. The Sino-Portuguese relationships were
cooperative relationships. The communist riots in 1966-67 shaped how SinoBritish, Sino-Portuguese government relations were going.
2. Available Future Options
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Decolonization waves started to sweep across the world after two world wars.
India and Pakistan successfully detached themselves from the British control
and achieved independence. Hong Kong, also a British colony, was also
expected by the world to be stepping onto the pathway of independence.
Generally speaking, Hong Kong and Macau, which were both on the United
Nations list of colonial territories in the 50s and 60s, were either expected to
gain independence or maintain the status quo as they did not demand
independence.
However, "returning to China" was not an expected option to the eyes of many
for the following reasons.
After the World War II, Hong Kong was a blooming capitalist society,
practicing

laissez-faire

economic

policy

and

enjoying

materialistic,

individualistic lives. Macau, on the other hand, was not as economically
developed at that period of time, but people in Macau were also leading
capitalistic lives. On the contrary, China was a firm member in the communist
bloc, which was fighting famine in the 1950s, attempting to implement
socialism in every aspect of Chinese people's lives. China and the colonies—
Hong Kong and Macau, were standing on the opposite side of each other in the
cold-war ideological dichotomy. General public and scholars did not consider
"taking back the sovereignty of the colonies" as an available option because of
the drastic differences between capitalism and socialism.
Moreover, Hong Kong's economic prosperity and liberal economic policy
actually brought significant economic benefits to China (Au 2001). According
to Au (2001), Hong Kong purchased a large volume agricultural products from
mainland China that could be sold nowhere else. Hong Kong Chinese sent up to
"200 million pounds" remittances to their mainland relatives and Hong Kong
attributed to 25% to 50% of China's "foreign exchange earnings (Au 2001, 88)."
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If Hong Kong lost its free trade economic policy by transitioning into a socialist
society, potential economic gains for the then economically backward China
would be all gone.
Third, setting aside the case of Macau, the treaties signed by China and Britain
did not insinuate the possibilities to allow retrocession. As previously
mentioned, two out of the three Sino-British treaties were a permanent cession
of territories and the remaining one is a 99-year lease which was to be expired
in 30th June 1997. As there were treaties of permanent cession of territories,
there were no expectations of a return of sovereignty, but neither were there
exact predictions on how China was going to handle the part of Hong Kong
which was on the lease.
Cheng conducted a survey to gather the opinions of Hong Kong citizens in
March 1982 regarding their attitudes and predictions on the Hong Kong after
1997 (Cheng 1984). The survey results showed that only 43% of Hong Kong
citizens perceived "maintaining the status quo" as probable future option, 33%
of the interviewees perceived that Hong Kong would be "a British trust territory,
most surprising data was that only 6% of the Hong Kong citizens thought that
Hong Kong would be returned to China's rule after 1997 (Cheng 1984, 117)."
This set of data was just a representation of Hong Kongers' predictions. Cheng
(1984, 117) also asked for Hong Kongers' preferences, 70% of Hong Kong
citizens preferred to "maintain the status quo" under the British colonial rule, 15%
"to become a British trust territory," and only 4% wished to be returned to
China's rule. The above survey results revealed that Hong Kong did not expect
or prefer the future option of "returning back to China."
Although there were not similar survey conducted in Macau and probably
would not have similar results, the author attempts to argue that the forthcoming
outcomes of Sino-British and Sino-Portuguese negotiation were unexpected and
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peculiar in the eyes of many.
3. Critical Junctures: "Promise" of Democracy in Sino-British Negotiation and
Sino-Portuguese Negotiation Outcomes in the 80s
In the Mahoney's 5-stage framework, the second stage is "critical juncture"
where available future options are reduced. Mahoney (2001, 113) raised the
points that the critical juncture should be those "unforeseen events" that have
"important impacts." Mahoney further mentioned that one should focus on
"small events, human agency, or historical peculiarities (2001, 113)." It is
important to admit that the Sino-British and Sino-Portuguese negotiation
outcomes were definitely not considered as "small events" as these outcomes
undoubtedly determined the future prospects of two colonies. However, I argue
that the negotiation outcomes are "historical peculiarities" as the timing of
negotiation, the way negotiation was conducted and the outcomes were
unexpected occurrences.
The whole historical peculiarity encountered its prologue in 1971. In 1971,
People's Republic of China was recognised by the United Nations as a member
state while Taiwan voluntarily de-member herself. The then China's UN
representative Huang Hua requested UN to remove “Hong Kong and Macau
from the UN list of colonial territories,” and they both were changed "from a
Crown Colony to a Dependent Territory (Carroll 2007, 176)." This change of
status in the UN meant that independence would be removed from one of the
Hong Kong's future options, but the general public, Britain, and Macau all did
not object to such change and did not consider China would be capable or
interested in taking back the colonies based on the antecedent conditions.
In 1974, Portugal was undergoing a process of decolonization following her
sudden revolutionary democratization (Shipp 1999, 96). Portugal eagerly
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attempted to return Macau to the hands of mainland China, via actively
establishing formal diplomatic ties with mainland China, abolishing military
installation in Macau, attempts to have talks with China (Ibid., 96-97). However,
the then Chinese representative declined to take back Macau, and such action
was interpreted by Hong Kong citizens, Macau citizens, Britain and Portugal as
Chinese’s unwillingness or indifference to retrieve the capitalist territories.
3-1. Sino-British Negotiation
The critical juncture of Hong Kong’s path of democracy pursuit is the SinoBritish negotiation outcome in terms of Sino-British Declaration and the Basic
Law of HKSAR, which spells out the change of sovereignty of Hong Kong
from Britain to China in 1997, shows the British efforts in inserting democratic
elements into the future of Hong Kong, i.e. the “universal suffrage promise.”
With those being said, China was slowly being ready to negotiate terms with the
former colonial powers and she expressed her will to take back Hong Kong first.
In 1981, Chinese National People's Congress made provisions for the making of
SAR, signaled China's intention to recover the long-lost territories including
Taiwan, Macau and Hong Kong (Carroll 2007). As previously mentioned, there
were two permanent cession treaties and one soon-to-be-expired lease treaty of
the New Territories thaat was expected to be expired by 1997. The New
Territories was then densely populated and served as the backbone in which a
majority of the Hong Kong population resided. British could not run Hong
Kong as usual if New Territories was returned. Therefore, British prime
minister Margaret Thatcher also had plans to enter into negotiation with China
to discuss how to deal with the issue of New Territories.
Deng Xiaoping’s firm stance during negotiation
When Margaret Thatcher, the then British prime minister, and Deng Xiaoping,
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the then Chinese leader, took off the negotiation on Hong Kong, they held
drastically different perspectives (Carroll 2007). Deng held firm that the
previous treaties should be abrogated as they were "unequal" and were
concluded with "the long-defunct Qing government," while the British side
argued that those treaties should be considered valid and the territories were
"perpetually ceded (Carroll 2007, 178)." Deng made it firm enough at the later
phase of negotiation that China was taking back Hong Kong unilaterally "even
if it meant taking it back as a barren rock (Carroll 2007, 180)."
With China's unfettering will in mind, Britain stepped back and accepted the
inevitable retrocession. The two sides then proceeded to discuss how to conduct
such a handover that Hong Kong's stability could be maintained (Ibid.).
British “moral responsibility”
In the early negotiation period, Britain was trying to pursue continued sovereign
rights of Hong Kong, and if that is not possible, then at least maintain the
administrative power while nominally returning to China the sovereignty.
However, Deng rejected such proposal. Additionally, Britain tried to pursuade
China to recognise and preserve the existing democratic institutions in Hong
Kong such as civil liberty rights and rule of law (Bush 2016). On top of that,
British attempted to make China agree on terms of accepting the establishment
of a government of public representation in Hong Kong which could serve the
check and balance purposes against the state power (Ibid.).
In the September 1982, the then British PM Thatcher openly stated in luncheon
during her visit in Hong Kong that Britain has “moral responsibility and duty”
to Hong Kongers (Thatcher 1982). Britain did insert some democratic elements
during the negotiation, but did not achieve much in democratizing Hong Kong
in an immediate sense nor retaining the right to continutely rule Hong Kong.
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The political actors in Hong Kong reflected democracy will to the British side
During their negotiation period back in 1982-1984, the capitalistic Hong Kong
was as well concerned with the future arrangement of Hong Kong. Some Hong
Kong citizens started to gather and considered that Hong Kong should have the
rights to join the negotiation. Hong Kong political associations that demanded
democracy in Hong Kong by the time of retrocession started to emerg and some
Hong Kong politicians paid visits to British Parliament to reflect Hong Kongers’
will in hope that Britain will put the opinions of Hong Kongers on the
negotiation table.

In 1983, the Meeting Point (▾煭) formed and voiced support towards the
handover to China, but they considered that democracy should be
instiutionalized and consolidated for the retrocession (Yu and Yu 2003). In
1984, Taipingshanhokhui (⮹⼀⸇㦒) also was founded, and the members
demanded democraticization before the handover and a guarantee for the
minimalist intervention of the Chinese central government (Ma 2012). These
political association might differ in their attitudes towards China, but they
shared the common goal, of realising democracy.
The Sino-British negotiation outcome: the gradual democratization promise
After two years of negotiation, China and Britain entered into an agreement
named "Sino-British Joint Declaration" regarding the handling of Hong Kong's
sovereignty in 1984. The Declaration stated that the whole territory Hong Kong
was to be returned by Britain to China on the first of July, 1997 (Sino-British
Joint Declaration, Article 1). Under negotiation, China made promises that the
existing lifestyle, social systems, and economic structure of Hong Kong would
continue to be maintained after the handover, only that there is an expiry date
attached to this promise, which was written in the Article 12, as it reads "…
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basic policies of the People's Republic of China regarding Hong Kong…, they
will remain unchanged for 50 years (Sino-British Joint Declaration, Article
12)." Hong Kong was the first ever territory to be granted the status as a Special
Administrative Region, which set the example for handling with Macau's affairs
(Ibid.).
Britain, however, did not pledge British citizenships, which are entitled to rights
of residence, to Hong Kong citizens but only allow application for overseas
citizenships.
After entering into the Sino-British Joint Declaration, the "guarantees" were to
be "codified" into the Basic Law (Carroll 2007, 185). Basic Law drafting
process was an extension of negotiation between China and Britain. China and
Britain agreed that elections would be held for LegCo after the 1997 handover
(Ibid.). The then China's premier Zhao Ziyang verbally promised that "Hong
Kong will implement the democratization of the political system" in 1984 to
assure the university students in Hong Kong (Wallace 2014).
Nonetheless, Britain was going for the "universal suffrage" and China was
against "universal suffrage (Carroll 2007, 185)." Despite China's opposition, the
Basic Law incorporated the term universal suffrage. The second paragraph of
the article 45 of the Basic Law of HKSAR says:
"The method The method for selecting the chief executive shall be
specified in the light of the actual situation in the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region and in accordance with the principle of gradual
and orderly progress. The ultimate aim is the selection of the chief
executive by universal suffrage upon nomination by a broadly
representative nominating committee in accordance with democratic
procedures (emphasis added)." (The Basic Law of the Hong Kong
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Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China, 1990)
The third paragraph of the article 68 says:
"The method for forming the Legislative Council shall be specified in
the light of the actual situation in the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region and in accordance with the principle of gradual
and orderly progress. The ultimate aim is the election of all the
members of the Legislative Council by universal suffrage (emphasis
added)." (The Basic Law of the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region of the People's Republic of China, 1990)
These two stipulations were largely considered by citizens as a promise of
democracy on both elections of Chief Executive and of the legislature. New
political parties demanding democracy gradually started to emerge since the
mid-80s in view of this series of possibilities for future democracy (Kwong
2016). The democratization path started to have its own shape ever since the
Sino-British negotiation had come to an end, and the negotiation outcomes
reduced other possible future options for Hong Kong: Hong Kong would be
returned to China and the Hong Kong society was determined to make
democratic progress.
3-2. Sino-Portuguese Negotiation Outcomes
Sino Portuguese Joint Declaration and the Basic Law of MSAR
The Sino-Portuguese negotiation went much smoother than that of the SinoBritish one. The general terms are similar with that of the Hong Kong one,
except that in Macau's Basic Law, there was no wordings as "universal
suffrage" in Macau’s Basic Law.
This Sino-Portugal negotiation regarding the future of Macau marked the
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beginning and preparation of a colony’s transition into a China’s SAR. The
general Chinese communities in then Macau territory did not consider
democracy as a necessary safeguard measure for future Macau. As previously
mentioned, the Chinese communities in Macau at that time were much used to
Chinese engagement due to the post-1967 treaty and did not receive much
welfare from the colonial government. Their attachment to the colonial
government was not as strong as that of Hong Kong.
Witnessing the Sino-British negotiation, Portugal started to get ready for
negotiating Macau with China. China and Portugal formally initiated the
negotiation over the handover of Macau in June 1986 (Shipp 1999). After a few
months of negotiation, the two countries reached a "broad agreement" on the
fact that Macau was going to be transferred but had a disagreement over the
exact date of handover (Shipp 1999, 108). Similar to that of the planned
transition of Hong Kong, "one country, two systems" model was also to be
applicable to Macau.
Such smooth negotiation progress was in part attributed to the amicable SinoPortuguese relationship or Portugal would not be able to pull it off even if
Portugal had plans to argue for Macau some more democratic elements. As a
result of the 1967 riots and the thereafter Sino-Portugal treaty signed, China had
a relatively more dominant position over Macau compared with Portuguese
colonial government at that time. Therefore, the overall terms and conditions
were agreed by both countries and they only shared slight disagreements on
when Macau was going to be returned.
Portugal wanted to return Macau in 2007 as a commemoration of 450 years of
Portuguese settlement in Macau, nonetheless, China firmly declared to have
Macau back before the onset of the 21st century (Shipp 1999). The final agreed
date of return, with China gaining the upper hand, was set to be December 20,
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1999.
China and Portugal signed the Sino-Portuguese Joint Declaration on April 13,
1987, after months of negotiation (Ibid.). In the Declaration, there is one
significant term which states that Portuguese government would grant the
Chinese residents in Macau and their offspring Portuguese citizenship if they
applied. But for other terms in the Declaration and the subsequent establishment
of Basic Law were largely similar to that of Hong Kong.
4. Structural Persistence: the making of rules for the SARs in the 90s
Following the end of the negotiation, different institutions have been made to
prepare Hong Kong and Macau to transition from two colonies to China's
Special Administration Regions. The decisions for their future political
conditions were all set and become irreversible.
At the same time, demand for democracy becomes sticky to Hong Kong's
political discussion due to the "promise" of universal suffrage in HKSAR and
democratization by PRC leader Zhao Ziyang. In Macau, there had not been such
political demand.
The "one country, two systems" model to be applied in Hong Kong and Macau
are largely similar. However, there were slight differences in some articles in
their respective Basic Laws. The stipulations in Hong Kong's Basic Law
displayed a more non-interventionist and cautious wording, whereas the one in
Macau's Basic Law allowed a higher degree of intervention capabilities from
the central government. Except for the differences in the "promise" of universal
suffrage, in the Article 14 of Hong Kong's Basic Law stipulated that PRC army
forces stationed in Hong Kong would not intervene into local affairs in Hong
Kong unless Hong Kong government requested help from PRC army to restore
social order and help with the aftermath of natural disasters (Kwong 2003, 52).
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On the contrary, in Macau's Basic Law, PRC army stationed in Macau was
stipulated as to be responsible for maintaining social order (Ibid.). Article 15 of
Hong Kong's Basic Law stipulated that PRC appoints high-ranked officials in
executive branch while Macau's one says PRC could "appoint and remove"
high-ranked officials in the government and procurator (The Basic Law of the
Macao Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China,
Article 15)
Such difference in wording was possibly the legacy of negotiation between
China and Britain, and that between China and Portugal. Britain attempted to
minimize future possibilities of Chinese intervention through the making of
institutions, whereas Portugal tends to follow what Chinese government was
opting for.
Chinese engagement before the handover
The expectations for Hong Kong people towards democratization were held up
high when Chris Patten, the last British colonial Governor of Hong Kong, as
abovementioned by Lo (2007), planned to carry out political reforms in
legislative council in the 90s without the prior approval of PRC. Beijing
obliterated Pattens efforts in putting forward a slight progress of
democratization. The directly elected legislators of the last term of the LegCo
before the handover were asekd to step down.
After Sino-Portuguese negotiation, Chinese engagement in Macau was further
legitimized. Before the handover, China assisted the Portuguese colonial
government to combat gang crimes in casino industries, and restore the social
order (Kwong 2003). The most pressing social problem had, therefore, be
solved.
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Chapter 4. Distinctive Paths of Hong Kong and Macau
This chapter mainly focuses on how Hong Kong and Macau had gone into
different political development paths in their postcolonial periods and how
Hong Kong and Macau’s reactive sequences took place in completely opposite
dynamics. I argue that localism and support towards localism arose in the
reactive sequence stage in the path of Hong Kong’s political development as a
more radical form of counterreaction to PRC and HKSAR government’s ban on
democracy in Hong Kong and as a shift from the dissatisfaction towards prodemocracy camp’s moderate attitude. In Macau’s political development path,
the

reactive

sequence

is

characterised

by

peaceful

reactions

and

counterreactions.
1. Reactive Sequence in Hong Kong
Reactive sequence as abovementioned is “a chain of causally linked events that,
once in motion, occur independently of the institutional factors that initially
produced it (Mahoney 2001, 115).” This chain of events in Hong Kong were
represented by “reactions and counterreactions” (Mahoney 2001, 115)
performed by the social political actors (pro-democracy camp) and the
government, either HKSAR government or PRC Central Government,
alternatively.
The reactive sequence of Hong Kong’s political development path is
characterised by the demands for democratization and governments’ responses.4
Democratization path of Hong Kong started gradually after the Sino-British
negotiation. In 1994, a bill regarding direct election in the Legislative Council
was passed in the LegCo and in the following year, under the Patten’s
administration, held elections for Hong Kong’s first fully elected LegCo. LegCo
4

Governments refer to both PRC and HKSAR governments.
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election results in geographical constituency, which is composed of all
registered voters in five districts, are a good indicator of shifts in societal
preferences.
Figure 8. Elections for LegCo from 1995 to 2016

Source: Hong Kong Legislative Council
To prepare Hong Kong for the transition in 1997, a provisional LegCo was
formed by PRC and formats of the first three terms of LegCo (1998, 2000, 2004)
and CE elections were already set into the Basic Law of HKSAR. Prodemocracy camp therefore demanded democracy starting from the 4th term of
CE and LegCo elections.
1-1. First Attempt for democratization
2007 and 2008 double universal suffrage in 2004 and hard-lined response by
PRC
After transition and under Tung’s term of administration, there had been several
political legitimacy crises. The Asian Financial Crisis in 1997 battered Hong
Kong’s economy. The economic growth rate was -6% in the year 1998 (Census
and Statistics Department of HKSAR, 1998). In 1999, Tung requested the
National People’s Congress (NPC) to interpret the law regarding the rights to
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abode in Hong Kong. The pro-democracy camp perceived such act as Tung
invited Beijing’s intervention into internal local affairs.
In 2003, the government’s incapabiliites and dishonesty in handling public
health crises like H5N1 and SARS accumulated social anger. Amongst the
economic stagnation and public health crises, the Tung administration
submitted to the LegCo the bill regarding the enaction of laws to “prohibit any
act of treason, secession, sedition, subversion” (Basic Law of HKSAR, Article
23). This further ignited the public indignation, because such law might form as
a blockage to freedom of press or speech. On 1st July 2003, estimately 500,000
Hong Kong citizens 5 marched onto the streets but criticisms and political
demands predominantly projected to the then CE Tung Chee-wah and to the
enaction of law corresponding to the article 23 of Basic Law, and some
demanded democratic progress.
In 2003, demand for democracy remain persistent among pro-democracy camp
but the voices for democracy were not projected in a concentrated way due to
the existence of other more pressing social and political issues. To soothe the
social discontent among Hong Kong society, Central Government distributed
some “economic sweeteners” (Sing 2006, 518) such as a FTA-like Closer
Economic Partnership Arrangement (CEPA) and Free Travel Permit Scheme in
hope of reboosting Hong Kong economy. However, these measures does not
alleviate the social discontent and loud voices for democracy were more
pronounced in 2004.
As the fourth LegCo election rules were not stipulated into the Basic Law, prodemocracy camp held hopes towards the democratization in the fourth LegCo
and CE elections. Tung, corresponding to the demand of pro-democracy camp,
5

The population was 6.8 million in 2003 which means the protesters
amounted to 7% of the whole population.
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raised the question of whether it is possible to conduct elections by means of
universal suffrage to the Standing Committee of National People’s Congress
(NPCSC).
In 2004, the NPCSC issued a decision that 2007 (CE Election) and 2008
(LegCo Election) double universal suffrage were not the consensus of Hong
Kong communities, and did not follow a “gradual and orderly progress” and
therefore 2007 CE election and 2008 LegCo elections should not be conducted
“by means of universal suffrage (Legislative Council of the HKSAR of the PRC,
Database on Particular Policy Issues-Constitutional Affairs).” Such ban on
double universal suffrage stimulated the anger citizens who demanded
democracy as well as the pro-democracy camp. On 1st July 2004, there were
also estimately 530,000 people marching onto the streets and this time with one
clear objective and demand, which is to prtotest against NPCSC’s decision and
to demand 2007 and 2008 double universal suffrage.
The social discontent against PRC Central Government and against HK
government was widespread. In 2004 LegCo election, pro-democracy camp had
significant victory, winning four more seats in the LegCo, as shown in the
Figure 9. Voices for pro-democracy camp in the LegCo became more
pronounced.
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Figure 9. Parties’ shares of seats and votes in 2000 and 2004 Hong Kong
Legislative Council by party alignment

*The percentage of votes only includes geographical constituency because
percentage of votes and seats are not positively correlated in the functional
constituency
**The election in 2004 cancelled the Election Committee seats in LegCo.
Source: LegCo Election Results
1-2. HKSAR Government’s response
In the beginning of 2005, Tung resigned due to self-proclaimed health problems
(Lo 2008). Donald Tsang Yam-kuen became a new successor. In order to soothe
the disappointment harbored by the pro-democracy camp due to the ban on
double universal suffrage in 2004, Tsang proposed a political reform initiative
in 2005 (Lo 2008). The proposal fit into the “gradual and ordely progress” by
simply adding 800 members into a 1600-member committee for CE election
and increasing 10 seats in the LegCo (Lo 2008, 202).
Such a proposal was perceived as a mismatch to the democracy demanded by
citizens and the pro-democracy camp. 24 LegCo members voted against the
proposal in the LegCo and the reform proposal was aborted. Tsang’s limited
reform proposal and PRC’s unwillingness to achieve universal suffrage in Hong
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Kong again triggered a 250,000 people-demonstration in 4th Dec 2005 (Ng
2005). The demonstration protested against the proposal, demanded a clear
timetable for achieving universal suffrage (Ibid.). Democracy progress was
stagnated and elections methods remain unchanged in the 2007-2008.
1-3. Second attempt between 2007-2010
In 2007, pro-democracy camp made a more concrete move by designing a new
electoral proposal among themselves, demanding double universal suffrage and
the abolishment of functional constituency because it lacks equal and sufficient
electoral base. Tsang made a constructive and positive response to the requests
of the pro-democracy political leaders. After Tsang was re-elected as CE, he
submitted a report that summarised the Hong Kong people’s will to realise
double universal suffrage to the NPCSC (HKSAR Government 2009).
Regarding to the report submitted by Tsang in 2007, NPCSC’s decision was
promulgated, though NPCSC ruled out the possibility of the democratic election
in 2012, NPCSC promised such for 2017 CE election and the later LegCo
elections:
“The election of the fifth CE of the HKSAR in the year 2017 may be
implemented by the method of universal suffrage; that after the CE is
selected by universal suffrage, the election of the LegCo of the HKSAR
may be implemented by the method of electing all the members by
universal suffrage.” (HKSAR Government 2009, 4)
This decision gave the pro-democracy camp hopes. In 2009, Tsang proposed
another electoral reform initiative regarding 2012 elections and his proposal was
largely similar to that of his previous proposal, which is a raise in the number of
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LegCo seats from 60 to 70 starting from 2012 (half for functional constituency
and half for geographical constituency) and in the number of people in the
Election Committee for CE from 800 to 1200 (Yuan 2010).
Some of the pro-democracy camp, mainly Democratic Party, were willing to
pass this bill because the 2007 NPCSC decision believed that the demand for
universal suffrage would be achieve anyway in 2012. Furthermore, the
Democratic Party, in response to the demand for abolishment of functional
constituency, raised another proposal of adding 5 seats of “super-constituencies”
starting from 2012 LegCo election, and these 5 seats are elected by those voters
who could not vote for the seats in the functional constituencies (who does not
belong to any industrial sectors counted in functional constituency) (Ng 2016).
Democratic Party believed these newly added seats could show a raise in
democratic elements in the LegCo and such a proposal was approved by Beijing
and HKSAR government (Ibid.).
But the rest of the pro-democray camp considered this reform as a limited one
and undemocratic functional constituency still remained (Yuan 2010). Five
legislators from Civic Party and the League of Social Democrats in the prodemocracy camp collectively resigned to demand for abolition of functional
constituency and 2012 universal suffrage, and them re-entering the LegCo after
winning the by-elections was shown as public support towards their political
demands (Leung 2010). But some still hold that collective resignation and
triggering by-elections are wasting the public money and lack pragmatic
effectiveness in convincing the government (Ibid.). At the end, with the support
of Democratic Party and the pro-establishment party, Tsang’s bill in electoral
reform this time was passed in 2010 (Ibid.). Simultaneously, some held grudge
towards Demcratic Party’s cooperation with the HKSAR government to settle
for a limited scope of reform. The split between progressive democratic parties
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and rather conversative democratic parties was observable since 2010.
One localist party started to arise in the midst the dissatisfaction towards the
limited scope of democratic reform and in the disagreement towards moderate
pro-democracy camp’s choices. At the end of 2010, some former Democratic
Party members, disagreed with Democratic Party’s approval of a limited reform,
left the party and formed a more progressive group named Neo Democrats
(Chong 2012). Neo Democrats upholds the values of protecting local interests
and prevent Hong Kong from getting into “one country, one system
(NeoDemocrats 2017).” To revisit the definition of localism in Chapter 2,
localism includes autonomist (demanding more autonomy than status quo),
secessionist, and nativist ideology. This party does not uphold secessionist
ideology, but it shows a stronger sense of local identity contrary to the overarching state identity. It requests for Hong Kong’s autonomy to approve the
“One-Way Permits” on its own so that Hong Kong can regulate the inflow of
mainland visitors and problems incurred by the overflood of visitors.
NeoDemocrats can be seen as a very moderate example of localist party. The
leader of the NeoDemocrats Gary Fan successfully got into the LegCo by
securing around 6.2% of votes in the New Territories East geographical
constituency and approximately 1.6% of votes out of all geographical
constituencies (Legislative Council Election 2012).
There was another new party named People Power formed in 2011 and joined
the 2012 LegCo election. This party was splitted from the League of Social
Democrats in the pro-democracy camp due to intra-party conflicts and later was
widely recognised as a localist party, but it had not yet advocated and elaborated
its localist ideology during 2012 election and only focused on the idea of
“punishing” the Democratic Party (Chong 2012). Therefore, its votes and seats
count had not been categorised into the localist camps, but counted into the pro-
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democracy camp in Figure 10.
Amidst intra-camp conflict period, Proletariat Political Institute and Civic
Passion formed as political associations in 2011 and 2012 respectively, both of
them harbored and advocated localist ideology in the later years after 2014
(Kwong 2016).
1-4. Third attempt and the boom of localism
Government’s third attempt to electoral reform
In 2012, because of the unsettled 2017 promise, the pro-democracy camp was
growing to be concerned of how 2017 CE elections are going to be conducted
by a “one man, one vote” universal suffrage method. In March 2012, Leung
Chun-ying was elected as the 4th term of CE, replacing Tsang.6
In March 2013, National People’s Congress Committee member Qiao xiaoyang
said that CE candidates in Hong Kong should both “love the country, and love
Hong Kong (Ng 2016).” At the same time, the then Chief Secretary of HKSAR
Carrie Lam wrote an essay saying that all parties shall discuss the universal
suffrage for CE election based on the terms of Basic Law (Chan 2015). Based
on these rhetoric, some started to hold doubts that the next CE would be first
screened by a extended number of committee and the non pro-Beijing candidate
would not stand a chance to be nominated to get into the election round to get
votes from citizens. In 2013, HKU professor Benny Tai, CUHK professor Chan
Kin-man and Baptist minister Chu Yiu-ming publicly announced their plan to
occupy Central, where the companies are densely located, and mobilize the
mass to join a sit-in protest to demand for real democracy if the negotiation and
6

Leung Chun-ying won with 689 votes casted by the 1200-member
election committee, therefore he was always called by the pro-democracy
camp and the media as “689” as a sarcasm.
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consultation period did not produce a real democratic election for CE and later
LegCo (South China Morning Post 2014).
In late 2013, Leung’s administration started to carry out public consultation
regarding methods to adopt universal suffrage in CE election (Ng 2016). During
the consultation period, all LegCo legislators except Leung Kwok-hung visited
the corresponding Chinese Central Government officials regarding the CE
election (Chan 2015).7 In 2014, Leung’s administration finalized the report on
the public opinions regarding 2017 CE election, and submited to NPCSC for
their interpretation (Ng 2016).
In 2014, when the doubts on how universal suffrage would be realised loomed
over the city, one radical localist party—The Hong Kong Resurgence was
established. This party was founded by a Lingnan University professor named
Wan Chin. Back in 2011, he wrote a book called Hong Kong as a City-state
which upheld the idea of segregation between Hong Kong and China, and
emphasized that only letting go of China could Hong Kong achieve real
democracy (Chin 2011). He made the party to realise and promote his political
ideals.
On 31st August 2014, the concerns of pro-democracy camp became true when
the NPCSC announced how to realise the “universal suffrage” for 2017 CE
election promised in 2007 during Tsang’s administration. The NPCSC ruled
that around two to three CE candidates have to receive over half of members’
nominations in the 1200 member election committee composed of sector

7

Leung Kwok-hung openly carried Tiananmen-Incident-related things
into the mainland territory and was requested by the mainland customs to
hand over the related possessions. He refused and returned to Hong Kong
without entering mainland territory.
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representatives. After the committee’s nomination, nominated candidates would
be elected through “one man, one vote” method by all registered voters in Hong
Kong (Ng 2016). The composition of the 1200 member committee, however,
was not democratic and mainly of pro-Beijing background.
Citizens protest as a counter-reaction for non-democratic electoral reform
After knowing that citizens can only choose among the pro-Beijing-committeehandpicked candidate, in September 2014, student activists, pro-democracy
camps, and other political activists blocked the LegCo piazza and marched onto
the streets and Occupy Central 8 also simultaneously took place. Peaceful
protests were countered by the police’s batons, pepper spray, tear gas and
threats to fire guns. More and more citizens voiced their discontent towards
police violence, and demanded real democracy in 2017 CE and late LegCo
election. The sit-in blocked the major roads in front of government headquarter
in Admiralty, in Central, Wan Chai, Causeway Bay and even extended to
Mongkok. Student leaders played a significant role in this protest, and Joshua
Wong and a few other student council representatives of several universities
became the face of this protests. Estimates of protesters vary greatly across
different media as media falls under different side of the political spectrum, but
at least 100,000 people joined at the end of September to the beginning of
October. As a total, around 1,200,000 people participated in this 79-day protest.
The scale of this protest became the longest and the largest in the history of
Hong Kong.

8

Occupy Central is also referred to as “umbrella movement” as
umbrellas are the only “tool” used by protesters to defend tear gas,
pepper spray, and are used under sunlight and rainfall throughout the
protest.
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Such pro-democracy protests, however, did not successfully secure “real
democracy.” Correspondingly, in 2015, the Central Government did not make
concessions, and the HKSAR government conducted another round of
consultation period, and attempted to make limited amendments on the reform
proposal based on the NPCSC ruling (South China Morning Post 2015). 28
legislators vetoed the amended proposal and demanded real democracy (Ibid.).
HKSAR government could not make further concessions and withheld the
political reform in the end. It is as well worth mentioned that although there had
been a large scale protest, there were a large number of protesters counterprotest the Occupy Central movement, and a significant percentage of citizens
supporting the government’s proposal.
Booming localist parties as a reaction out of political impasse
After the expectations for 2007 NPCSC’s promise, frustrations by NPCSC 2014
ruling, and inability to realise democracy depsite staging the largest peaceful
protest in Hong Kong, the pro-democracy crowds started to counterreact with
more progressive and radical actions. Localist parties with clearer nativist,
autonomist and secessionist stance started to boom. Many became disappointed
towards the governments unwillingness to grant “real democracy,” which does
not involve handpicked candidates and allows “one man, one vote” during
election. Due to the limited scope of this dissertation, I focused only on the
localist political parties that put forth candidates to join LegCo elections and the
votes they receive from respective geographical constituency. Those who join
the smaller scale district council elections would be disregarded in this
dissertation.
Student leaders, former pro-democracy protesters, people who have joined
umbrella movement but were disappointed by the inability to change the
political stagnation founded several parties with localist ideology.
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Some protesters who joined the umbrella movement in 2014 and perceived that
the non-violent nature of protests were the culprit of the movement’s failure to
achieve democracy gathered and formed the Hong Kong Indigenous in January
2015. Hong Kong Indigenous is a radical right party which considered Hong
Kong as one ethinicity against Chinese identity. Its slogan during protests is
“Hong Kong is not China.” At the initial stage of its establishment, the
association concentrated its efforts on anti-parallel, anti-mainland visitors, antiimmigrants protests and advocated the philosophy of “protesting with bravery
and violence (╖㷵㔦䒼).” If within localism there is a spectrum, Hong Kong
Indigenous would be located at the rightest position because of its outright
secessionist and ethnic nationalist stance. This association later developed into
the nature of a party as one of the leaders Edward Leung ran in LegCo byelections in 2016 (Cheng 2015).
Youngspiration was also founded by previous umbrella movement protesters in
early 2015 out of the frustrations from not being able to gain democracy
through the protest (Ng 2015). Youngspiration at first did not clearly state their
ideology at the initial stage, but they always claimed to focus on local interests
and local autonomy (Ibid.).
In March 2016, Hong Kong National Party was formed and, with ideology
largely similar to that of Hong Kong Indigenous, advocated that the party
members would pursue for independence (Ng and Fung 2016). HKNP, however,
did not formally register its name as a political party because the Companies
Registry regarded the party’s pursuit for independence as illegal (Wong 2016).
The leader of HKNP, Chan Ho-tin, considered violence as a possible means
whenever necessary. also clearly stated that HKNP would attempt to amend the
Basic Law to achieve Hong Kong independence (Ng and Fung 2016).
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In April 2016, former student activists Joshua Wong, Agnes Chow and Nathan
Law who led the Umbrella Movement or Occupy Central co-founded the party
named Demosistō (Initium media 2016). Demosistō’s ideology is “selfdetermination” of Hong Kong people and advocated that Hong Kong people
should have held a referendum on whether to stay within China or separate from
China after fifty years of handover (Ibid.). Such an ideology fell within the
definition of anti-overarching state stream of localism defined in chapter 2, it
demands the autonomy to choose how to deal with Hong Kong’s sovereignty.
This party, compared to the above parties, does not focus on pursuing
independence, but rather focusing on the choice-making rights of the people of
the territory.
All these new parties planned to join the upcoming LegCo elections in 2016 in
order to bring their political ideals and demands into the government institutions,
as a counter-reaction to the governments’ lack of response to the demand for
democracy. Their political demands shifted away from democracy because such
demand had been pronounced in the past two decades but received no positive
response. As the previous several attempts and expectations in electoral reforms
had resulted in frustrations for former pro-democracy supporters, these new
parties shifted their demands to “self-determination” and even “independence,”
and eventually led to the formation of a new political camp called localist camp
in Hong Kong’s political spectrum.
These booming localist parties represent a certain portion of Hong Kong
citizens had gone for more radical political demands as a counter-reaction to
multiple failed attempts for democracy and governments’ unwillingness to
realize democracy. citizens who support these parties’ ideology would vote for
these parties during elections. LegCo elections results could be an indicator of
social preferences towards the idea of localism, but they have limitations. Those
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at the radical position of localism spectrum were barred from running offices in
LegCo and therefore social support towards them could not be estimated and
represented. It, therefore, is worth noting that the social support towards
localism would be underrepresented by using LegCo elections results. The
second limitation is that, according to statistics provided by HKSAR
Government (2016), the registered voters were 3,779,085, which is around half
of the entire Hong Kong population.
Social support towards localism
In 2015, a former Civic Party member and LegCo legislator, Ronny Tong
resigned from the LegCo and by-election in the New Territories East
geographical constituency had to be held to fill his seat in LegCo in early 2016
(Lam and Cheung 2015). The pro-independence activist from the Hong Kong
Indigenous Edward Leung joined the February 2016 by-election. Leung was a
complete newcomer to the political sphere and did not accumulate a lot of
experience or establish networks in the constituency. Moreover, his party Hong
Kong Indigenous was a new niche party which advocated nonmainstream
extreme radical right ideas. Therefore, his presence was not expected by other
existing pro-democracy camp and pro-establishment camp as a threat initially.
But his involvement in the violent protests in Mongkok in early February
brought him to the limelight and gained him popularity (HK01 2016). His
involvement in local protests convinced those citizens who believed more
radical and violent protests are needed to make citizens’ voices heard.
In this by-election, the pro-democracy candidate from the Civic Party Alvin
Yeung won the seat with 160,880 winning around 37% of the total votes, the
close second place is a pro-Beijing candidate Holden Chow gaining around 34%
of votes. Edward Leung as a political newcomer, as the third place, secured
66,524 votes, which is around 15% of total votes (Lam 2016). This stunning
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turnout for a radical localist showed part of society was supportive of the
localist idea.
In late 2016, the government was holding the election for 2016-2020 LegCo
members. Witnessing the social support given towards Edward Leung in the byelection earlier that year, localist parties started to announce plans to run for
offices and the localist parties formed an election alliance to carry out their
LegCo election campaigns. Civic Passion, Hong Kong Resurgence, and
Prolateriat Political Institute, that were formerly political associations, went
together and formed a localist election alliance (Un 2016). They put forth five
candidates to run for elections, one in each geographical constituency (Ibid.).
When some openly pro-independence candidates applied for running LegCo
offices, the government responded with political screening this time for fear of
the radical localists entering into the legislative processes and institutionalizing
the political demands. The Electoral Affairs Commission added one more
procedure to the application for candidacy—EAC sent candidates declaration
forms to admit “Hong Kong is an inalienable part of China (Cheng 2016).”
More than that, EAC as well asked suspected pro-independence candidates such
as Edward Leung whether he or she would still “support Hong Kong
independence after submitting his application (Cheng 2016).” Leung replied no
to assure the Electoral Affairs Commission but the EAC officer still rejected his
application because EAC considered his reply as ungenuine (Ibid.). Hong Kong
National Party’s leader Chan Ho-tin was also banned from running offices for
the same reason.
Some other localist parties who did not openly advocate separatist ideology
before were able to join the election. Figure, showcased a list of all candidates
in 2016 LegCo Election whose political ideology was or who advocated
localism as defined in this dissertation, most of these localist candidates are
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newcomers in the Legislative Council elections. Figure showed these
candidates' political affiliation, the geographical consitituency they were in,
votes received and whether they successfully secured a seat in the LegCo or not.
In 2012 election, only one moderate localist party Neo Democrats joined the
LegCo elections. After a repeated round of frustration to realize democracy, this
time the localist parties boomed and there are many more localist candidates,
including both moderate and progressive candidates, running offices as shown
in the Figure 10.
Figure 10. Localists in 2016 LegCo Election
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https://www.elections.gov.hk/legco2016/eng/turnout.html?1525981767704
The LegCo results as well showed that the traditional and veteran mainstream
pro-democracy parties like Democratic Party, Civic Party, People Power, and
League of Social Democrats, all had encountered decreases in the votes
received compared with the 2012 election. Around 40% of the voters continued
to support traditional pro-democracy camp, which is pursuing only for
democracy but not independence. In the past, the percentage of votes received
from pro-democracy camp was around 50%-60%. Judging from the election
results, it could be estimated that the support towards localist candidates are
from the former pro-democracy citizens, which justified the argument that
support towards localism is a counter-reaction to the failure in achieving
democracy in previous attempts and out of the frustration and disappointment
on traditional pro-democracy camp to achieve democracy. The vote count could
serve as a proof that part of the social preferences shifted to support a more
radical way to achieve democracy: first breaking links with the over-arching
state, second gaining autonomy to achieve democracy afterward.
The remaining percentage of the society were either pro-Beijing, politically
apathetic or would be satisfied with a limited increase in democratic elements.
1-5. Summary
In total, Hong Kong, before and after the handover, held the expectations to
achieve democracy, due to the irreversible negotiation outcomes and social
reactions revolving around the universal suffrage outcomes. There were in
general three attempts at democratization. The political actors strived to carry
out electoral reforms and projected their political demands to the HKSAR
governments as well as the Chinese Central government. Two governments
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responded with several limited reform initiatives. Localism and support towards
localism arose slightly during the second attempt for democratization in 2010.
The third attempt of democratization carried out by the pro-democracy political
actors was a more fierce attempt compared with previous one. However, the
third attempt could not lead to the realization of just and fair democratic reforms
because the Chinese central government insisted on the existence of screening
of CE candidates through the election committee that is not publicly elected.
The breakout and failure of Umbrella Movement to trigger governments’
actions in democratization led to a significant rise in political actors advocating
and supporting the idea of localism. Part of the former pro-democracy citizens
started to pursue more radical and progressive way to gain democracy—to
emphasize segregation, separation, non-intervention from China or strengthen
autonomy so that democracy could be realized afterward.
2. Reactive Sequence in Macau
Macau’s reactive sequence stage was characterized by a chain of interactions
between a few major types of political actors, the general public and MSAR
government. The political actors could be characterised into powerful casinobackground

politicians,

pro-Beijing

tongxianghui

social

and

political

association leaders, and a few weak opposition forces.
Without the democracy promise, the Chinese commnunities in Macau did not
hold expectations towards democratization nor do they agree that democracy as
necessary. Unlike Hong Kong where social discontent and political instability
arose from the issue of democracy, in Macau, social discontent mainly revolved
around labour rights, and livelihood issues. The opposition forces are weak due
to the institutional settings made in the past, which makes the passing of Article
23 National Security Law less challenging. The passing of such law directly
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outlaws localism in Macau territory and curbs the rise, if any, of localism.

2-1. Undemocratic legislative institutions
The Macau Legislative Assembly (LA) has three types of seats, they are directly
elected seats, indirectly elected seats (elected by different representatives from
the industries), and appointed seats (appointed by the Chief Executive). For
nearly two decades after Macau’s retrocession, the directly elected seats still
have not exceeded half of the assembly despite a series of small and “gradual”
democratic reforms.
Figure. 11. Macau Legislative Assembly Composition

Source: Legislative Assembly of the Macao Special Administrative Region,
Legislative Assembly of the Macao Special Administrative Region. 2018.
http://www.al.gov.mo/en/
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The first term of LA of MSAR, which lasted from 1999 (the year of
retrocession) to 2001, was composed of 23 legislators with only 8 directly
elected seats, 8 indirectly elected and 7 CE-appointed seats. The first term LA
was of mere 23 legislators. Starting from the second term of LA which lasted
from the end of 2001 to 2005, there were 27 members. Among the 27 legislators,
10 of them were directly elected, 10 were were from respective industries
similar to the functional constituency seats in Hong Kong’s legislative council,
and 7 of them were CE-appointed. From the third term 2005 to 2009, 2 more
directly elected seats were added and the total number of seats increased from
27 to 29 as a representation of an increase in democratic elements in Macau LA,
and the seats of the fourth term 2009-2013 remains unchanged. For the fifth
term 2013-2017 and later, 2 more directly and indirectly seats were added to the
LA respectively, making a 33-member assembly (Legislative Assembly of the
Macao Special Administrative Region 2018).
Though directly elected seats have not exceeded half of the legislature, the
gradual increase in directly elected and total number of seats have generally
satisfied the public as the public did not hold much expectation nor strongly
demanded democratization.
2-2. Opposition camp and the pro-establishment camp in the LA
The “pro-democracy” candidates only amount to a small number of seats in the
legislature. In the second term of LA, there were only two legislators, Au Kam
San and Ng Kuok Cheung of the New Democratic Macau Association (ANMD),
in the opposition camp out of the 27-member legislature. In the the third term,
the two ANMD candidates remained in the legislature and one more Macanese
opposition candidate José Maria Pereira Coutinho from the New Hope (NE)
party won the election. Opposition camp only occupied three seats in the 29member legislature. In the fourth, fifth and sixth term, the camp remained to
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have only 4 seats in the LA.
ANMD and NE received quite a significant amount of votes in the past
elections but the opposition forces remained weak in the LA. On the one hand,
it could be argued that the undemocratic electoral institution led to such
outcome, but the general public have not displayed strong will to demand
changes in democratic institutions. Some scholars (Yu and Yu 2003) also
pointed out that Ng Kuok Cheong, who was often framed as the pro-democracy
camp in Macau’s legislature, swept the electoral victory in 2001 because of his
emphasis on livelihood issues instead of his aspiration of democracy.
Moreover, many more Macau voters also voted for a lot other pro-Beijing
candidates and resulted in the strength in pro-Beijing forces, even among
directly elected sector of the LA. The preferences of general public also show
that Macau society generally has been of a pro-Beijing stance, has no strong
will to democratize, and have not harbored much hostility towards the PRC
government and China as a whole.
According to the Lo and Chong (2016), there were two powerful political pillars
in the Macau legislature—casino-related associations and tongxianghui
(hometown association).
Casino-related associations were strong in the LA and among 29 legislators in
2013 LA, 6 of them are operating casinoes (Ibid). Some are directly elected,
while some others are indirectly elected through industrial sectors. The casino
industry in Macau is intertwined with tourism and the casino industry is
economically heavily dependent on mainland China. Such dependency might
lead to the legislators with casino background and those who are employed in
the casino and tourism sector to have a pro-Beijing, or pro-further-integration
position.
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Tongxianghui refers to the group of people who migrated to Macao from the
same hometown back in mainland China, for example, the Fujian tongxianghui.
They were originally not established for political purpose, but were built for
social bonding purpose (Lo and Chong 2016). They held feasts or other social
activities on speical occasions, for instance, on the national day of PRC (Ibid).
Usually people from tongxianghui tend to stress and recognise their common
ethnic roots as Chinese residing in Macao and rarely would these sizable
communities reject the identity of Chinese and hence would they develop
political localist ideas, let alone advocating localism. When tongxianghui
stepped into the political arena, it could be derived that the leaders of these
associations tend to emphasize their ancestral ties and ethnic identity, and
focused on preservation of interests of the people from the same hometown
(Ibid). When tongxianghui grow to a certain scale, they would provide
community services, ranging from childcare centres to elderly homes.
Promotion of the relevant candidates would be intense in these community
centres and the general public benefitted from these services would generally
tend to vote for these candidates.
The weak opposition parties or politicians and the powerful legislators with
tongxianghui and casino backgrounds in Macau’s LA smoothened the process
of the MSAR government to pass bills, introduce or implement policies, and the
LA power distribution could also partly reflect the society’s preferences.
2-3. Social Discontent
Social discontent in Hong Kong generally revolve around the democracy issue,
however, in Macau, the general society remains unenthusiastic to change the
undemocratic institutions. Notwithstanding, there has been several legitimacy
crises after Macau’s retrocession. Social discontent revolved around “internal”
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issues in Macau such as labour rights issues and corruption among MSAR
government officials, and the MSAR government made relevant improvement
and compromises with the public. These internal issues did not involve PRC’s
intervention, nor were they triggered by PRC. Therefore the Macau public’s
discontent was not projected to the overarching state, China, but rather
projected towards the CE.
In 2006, the then first Secretary for Public Works in the MSAR government, Ao
Man Long, was investigated and accused of over 100 crimes involving
corruption, money laundering and abuse of power (Godinho n.d.). A collosal
amount of money was involved, and this case sparked off public indignation for
months. Together with the labour rights issues, blue collars, labour unions and
other citizens marched onto the streets on the labour day in 2007 and it was
reported to be the biggest street protest by then after the handover, with around
3000 people presence (BBC News 2007).
Other than the corruption issues and labour issues, in 2014, there has been
another political conflict in Macau revolving around the introduction of the
“Guarantee Scheme of the Holders of the Post of Chief Executive and the
Principal Officials Assuing Office, in Office and Leaving Office.” The MSAR
government, without prior public consultation procedures, planned to pass the
bill that would provide the high-ranked officials with huge pension benefits and
guarantee the CE with the judicial immunity when in office (Lam 2014). Such
planning triggered public anger and around 20,000 protesters joined the
demonstration, which was the largest scale of protest after Macau’s retrocession.
It is noticeable that social or political conflicts existed in Macau but it did not
involve the PRC. Social discontent was projected to the administration or even
more narrowly at the CE, but not to the PRC government. Moreover, Macau
citizens pursue better quality of life, better payment for labour, better living
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conditions, rather than universal suffrage or voting which would necessitate
PRC’s intervention. As Chinese central government’s intervention did not
prevail in these “internal” issues of Macau, therefore Macau citizens did not
translate the discontent towards the “internal” issues to the distrust towards
Chinese government or even distrust to the “one country, two systems.”
2-4. 2008–2009 Article 23 Legislation
The legislation of Article 23 in Macau has a lot of political implications, both
for Hong Kong and Macau. This article was considered by the general public
and legal scholars in Hong Kong as a law to suppress political dissidents or
enemies and a law to regulate political stability by ensuring the loyalty to the
Central People’s Government. Advocacy of separatist ideology or even more
generally localism would be regarded as violation of law and under such
legislation the advocates might face penalities and imprisonment. The initiative
to draft concrete regulations regarding Article 23 act as a deterrence to the
possible rise of localism and localists, if any.
Article 23 of the Basic Law of Macau, similar to that of Hong Kong, states that
the MSAR
“shall enact laws on its own to prohibit any act of treason, secession,
sedition, subversion against the Central People's Government, or theft
of state secrets, to prohibit foreign political organizations or bodies
from conducting political activities in the Region, and to prohibit
political organizations or bodies of the Region from establishing ties
with foreign political organizations or bodies (The Basic Law of Macao
Special Administrative Region of People’s Republic of China).”
The small scale public resistance went contrary to what happened in Hong Kong
back in 2003 when the Tung’s administration submit the bill to the LegCo
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attempting to amend some relevant ordinances according to the requirements of
Article 23. Article 23 legislation process was met with 500,000 people
marching on the streets.
When the MSAR government announced its plan to initiate the legislative
process for the Article 23, it was only countered with a small scale public
protest in 2008 for fear of political suppression and in the Legislative Assembly.
Only around 80 protesters voiced out their concerns and objections towards the
Article 23 legislation, and among them are some pro-democracy politicians
from Hong Kong who feared that the successful legislation in Macau would
neccessitate an equivalent act in Hong Kong (墚㨫㡴⫀ 2008).
Among the Legislative Assembly legislators, only two “pro-democracy”
legislators Au Kam San and Ng Kuok Cheong raised criticisms towards the
legislation and casted no votes while 25 out of 28 legislators casted yes votes
(Hai Tao 2009). The weak opposition voices among the general public and
legislators did not form as an obstrcution and the Edmund Ho administration
smoothly carried out legislative process for Article 23 National Security Law.
The act that aims at or leads to the secession, like the extreme stance of political
localism, would face up to 15 to 20 years of imprisonment (Xin Yu 2009). The
passing of such bill would effectively curb the possibilities of rise of localism, if
any, in Macau.
2.5 Outcome and Summary
As a result, in Macau, because of the lack of such a “democracy promise,” and
hence lack in strong demand in changing the undemocratic electoral institutions,
the opposition forces remained weak, let alone the rise of localism in the LA.
Moreover, the general Macau society did not prefer localism, which could be
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reflected in their choice in LA elections. Additionally, the social or political
discontent revolved around labour rights and corruption cases of MSAR
officials. These are considered as “internal affairs” that did not necessitate
Central government’s intervention nor immediately caused by the Central
government. As a whole, the general society did not hold the anti-overarching
state sentiments, nor a stronger sense of belonging towards local communities
more than to the state because of the presence of tongxianghui and pro-Beijing
corporations. The general public did not encounter events that directly involved
Beijing’s intervention, hence general public did not feel the need to demand the
devolution of power to local government.
The outcome stage for Macau was simple and clear, which is the fact Macau is
succesfully transitioning into a SAR of PRC without much local resistance.
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Chapter 5. Conclusion
Hong Kong and Macau were both former colonies, returned to People’s
Republic of China near the end of 20th century as the only two Special
Administrative Regions (SAR), and are categorsied as free, capitalist and high
income economies. They shared many affinities but they were drastically
different in terms of political culture and ambiance. Political localism has been
a widespread phenomenon in Hong Kong, but not in Macau. This thesis aimed
at explaining why would there be a prominent difference in the support towards
localism in Hong Kong and the lack of such in Macau.
Localism, in this dissertation, refers only to its political aspect of meaning. By
combining the interpretation from the existing literature, and the media,
localism, in this thesis, refers to the advocacy of devolution of more autonomy
than status quo from the overarching state (autonomist), succession from the
over-arching state (successionist), and exclusionary local identity contrary to the
over-arching state identity (sub-national nativist).
The existing literature regarding localism in Hong Kong or political
development in Macau were individually conducted. Scholars (Yu 2009; Yu
and Yu 2003) argued that the weak opposition voices in Macau were due to the
general political indifference and the lack in the sense of political efficacy.
Contrarily, the strong opposition voices or the localism in Hong Kong arose out
of the frustrationout of broken democracy promise, and discontent towards the
pro-democracy camp (Kwong 2016; Kaeding 2017; Law 2013).
Comparative studies of political divergence of Hong Kong and Macau did exist,
though scarce in number. There has been no comparative studies between the
development of localism in Hong Kong and Macau as localism is a recent
phenomenon.
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Most of these existing studies focused on the discussion on some specific events,
Umbrella moverment or 1st July Protest. Scholars raise immediate factors or
causes that led to the events. Nevertheless, existing literature did not base their
analysis on theories, and the concept has not been clearly defined. More scholar
interests shall be invested in the studies of comparative politics of Hong Kong
and Macau, and the concept of localism.
This thesis argued that the development of localism in Hong Kong should be
viewed through a chain of interactive events and in a broader framework.
Therefore, this thesis has opted for an alternative theory and applied the pathdependency theory to establish a new causal mechanism to explain the
differences between the political development of Hong Kong and Macau. Path
dependency theory was applied to explain the current phenomenon or status as
consequences of certain historical events. This theory has been previously
widely applied in comparative studies and analysis of evolving political
processes (North 1990, Mahoney 2001, Kaufmann 2001). This thesis opted
Mahoney’s (2001) 5-stage analytical framework in his comparative studies of
Central American countries regime trajectories, though more emphasis was put
on the stage of critical juncture and the stage of reactive sequence.
Applying the path dependency theoretical framework, this dissertation argues
that the critical juncture of Hong Kong and Macau’s political trajectories is the
Sino-British Negotiation over the future of Hong Kong in the 1980s. SinoBritish Negotiation went rough and the negotiated outcome included a
“universal suffrage” promise. Such promise was largely considered by citizens
as a promise of democracy on both elections of Chief Executive and of Hong
Kong’s legislative body. New political parties demanding democracy gradually
started to emerge since the mid-80s in view of this series of possibilities for
future democracy (Kwong 2016). The democratization path started to have its
own shape ever since the Sino-British negotiation had come to an end, and the
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negotiation outcomes reduced other possible future options for Hong Kong:
Hong Kong would be returned to China and the Hong Kong society was
determined to make democratic progress.
On the contrary, in the case of Macau, the Sino-Portuguese negotiation went
much smoother than that of the Sino-British one. The general terms are similar
with that of the Hong Kong one, except that in Macau's Basic Law, there was no
"promise" like "universal suffrage" as that in the Hong Kong's Basic Law.
The difference in the critical juncture stage leads to different political
trajectories for Hong Kong and Macau. The reactive sequence stage in Hong
Kong was characterized by a chain of interactions between social actors and
governments. Since the democracy promise was stipulated, there had been
everal attempts of democratization by the social actors. PRC and SAR
governments only put forward limited reforms. In response, part of the society
and some pro-democracy politicians opted for more radical and progressive
counter-reactions out of the frustration and disappointment when the demand
for democracy is not appropriately responded by HKSAR and Chinese central
governments (i.e. “second attempt” and “third attempt”). NPCSC delayed the
democratic reform at the first attempt, interpreted the Article 45, and put
limitations to democratic reforms at the second and third attempt. Localism,
including separatist ideology and rejection of Chinese identity, is a more
progressive counter-reaction of part of the HK society in the reactive sequence.
“Democracy” had become a sticky issue in Hong Kong after the universal
suffrage promise during the Sino-British negotiation; PRC and NPCSC’s
decisions intervened in the progress of democratization, and therefore hostility
towards China, localism and the support towards localism were garnered and
cultivated.
Macau’s reactive sequence stage was characterized by a chain of interactions
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between a few major types of political actors, the general public and MSAR
government. The political actors in the Legislative Assembly could be
characterised

into

powerful

casino-background

politicians,

pro-Beijing

tongxianghui social and political association leaders, and a few weak opposition
forces. Such power distribution could partially reflect the society’s preferences
of political ideologies and also consitutes obstructions to put forth more
progressive reforms.
In Macau, because of the lack of such a “democracy promise,” the general
public did not have expectations towards democracy and social or political
discontent revolved around the daily livelihood issues, such as labour rights and
corruption cases of MSAR officials. These are considered as “internal affairs”
that did not necessitate Central government’s intervention nor immediately
caused by the Central government.
The opposition forces are weak due to the undemocratic electoral design, which
makes the passing of Article 23 National Security Law less challenging. The
passing of such law directly outlaws localism in Macau territory and curbs the
rise, if any, of localism.
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